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ABSTRACT

FULLY-INTEGRATED CMOS SWITCHED-CAPACITOR BUCK

CONVERTER USING THREE SWITCHING NETWORKS FOR HIGH

EFFICIENCY OVER A WIDE RANGE OF LINE VOLTAGE

BY

MUHAMMED JUNAYET HOSSAIN, B.Tech

Master of Sciences, Engineering

Specialization in Electrical Engineering

New Mexico State University

Las Cruces, New Mexico, 2014

Dr. Paul M. Furth, Chair

A fully-integrated switched-capacitor DC-DC buck converter is designed

in 0.5 µm CMOS process for low line regulation from 2.5 VDC to 4.5 VDC that

converts to an output voltage of 1.2± 0.15 V. This integrated system achieves

a maximum efficiency of 70%. The total integrated capacitance is 1.6 nF and

the ripple of the output voltage varies from 30 mV to 93 mV. The entire sys-

tem is built up using transfer capacitors, NMOS capacitor as the load capacitor,

CMOS switches, clocked-comparators, various logic gates with driver cells, a clock

generator and voltage dividers. The load current is fixed at 3 mA.

vii



To achieve low line regulation, three switching networks (2 : 1, 5 : 2, and

3 : 1) are implemented in the system. A multi-layer technique is applied to the lay-

out of the transfer capacitors that helps to reduce parasitic capacitances, thereby

improving converter efficiency, and achieve smaller size.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Power consumption is one of the major concern for electronic devices. Integrated

power management has a goal of small-size and high power efficiency. The size

and weight of a circuit is a big issue for portable electronic devices. Moreover

different circuit blocks often operate at different voltages. These battery-operated

systems need to be charged over time. Also portable system stops working when

the battery voltage gets too low. The time between recharging of the battery is

extended when power management circuit gives a regulated output voltage for the

portable device over a wide range of battery input voltages.

Here we propose an intelligent on-chip DC-DC conversion with low line

regulation. In this case, we used a switched-capacitor (SC) DC-DC converter as

this technology can be integrated easily with smaller size and higher efficiency

than other types of converters.

In this chapter, we introduce the switched-capacitor technique, highlight

the unique contributions of this project and describe the organization of the re-

mainder of the thesis.

1.1 Switched-Capacitor

A switched-capacitor circuit can be used for discrete time system that

works by moving charge onto and out of capacitors over a certain period by closing

and opening switches [1]. Two non-overlapping clock signals control the switches

such as that all switches do not open or close simultaneously. The output voltage of

1



the switched-capacitor circuit depends on the switching technique and topology.

In the discrete-time signal processing, switched-capacitor circuits can be used

in applications such as amplifiers, integrators, ADCs or DACs [2, 1]. Different

DC-DC converters are compared in Table 1.1 [3]. These type of converters are

Table 1.1: Comparison of different DC-DC converters [3]

LDO
Switched-
capacitor

Switching
regulator

Efficiency Bad Good Best

Cost Best Moderate Expensive

Difficulty of design Easy Moderate Difficult

Chip area Very small Small Large

Output ripple Very low Moderate Moderate

Load capability Moderate small Best

Transformation type Step down
Step down
Step up
Inverter

Step down
Step up
Inverter

discussed in chapter 2. The efficiency of an LDO (Low drop-out voltage regulator)

is η = VOUT/VIN . An LDO is only efficient when the output voltage is little lower

than input voltage, where SC converters are more efficient for higher ratio between

input/output voltage. Major challenge of SC converters is to cope with the output

voltage ripple which is comparatively higher than other converters.

Objective of this thesis is to design a fully integrated DC-DC buck converter

in 0.5 µm process for a wide input voltage range of 2.5 VDC to 4.5 VDC, that

converts to 1.2 VDC output voltage by maintaining better efficiency and low

output voltage ripple.

2



1.2 Unique Contributions of this Thesis

� A fully-integrated switched-capacitor DC-DC buck converter in 0.5 µm pro-

cess using three switching networks that provide low line regulation.

� Fully integrated capacitors with total value of 1.6 nF in 1.5 mm ×1.5 mm.

� Designed a low power clocked-comparator with PMOS gates as two inputs.

� Eleven clock signals work to control the three switching networks in the

topology.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 analyzes the common integrated power management systems

for DC-DC converters and shows the efficiency calculations. The most common

aspects of switched-capacitor converters are discussed later. Also previous work

on line regulation using different switching networks is shown.

Chapter 3 discusses the design, simulation and analysis of three switching

networks with different conversation ratios. Chapter 3 also analyzes the ripple

and efficiency of 2 : 1 and 3 : 1 network in a 0.5 µm process. Further, the major

blocks of the controller such as the clock generator, clocked-comparator and logic

gates are discussed. Finally, a complete design of the integrated system consists

with switched-capacitor converters with controller is designed and simulated.

Chapter 4 shows the layout of all blocks of the topology. Measured results

from the fabricated chip are shown.

Chapter 5 discusses about the comparison between the proposed SC buck

converter and other similar type of previous works on SC buck converter. Some

issues are analyzed that were faced during the thesis. Finally, follow-on work is

suggested for future projects or thesis.

3



Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

A DC-DC converter provides a transformation between one DC input voltage and

another regulated DC output voltage. A DC-DC converter is employed where

different types of DC supplies are needed for various functions in one integrated

system. In modern smart electronic devices, such as cellular phone, many func-

tions have been integrated, including a processor, image sensor, color display and

flash memory. Those functions require different voltage supplies. As such, each

function has its own DC-DC converter, since it is more practical to have all re-

quired DC supplies generated from one single battery in the system.

In this chapter, common integrated DC-DC buck converters will be dis-

cussed. Among them, switched-capacitor (SC) DC-DC converters will be empha-

sized.

2.1 Integrated DC-DC Converter

There are three types of DC-DC converters that are commercially used:

buck converters, boost converters and buck-boost converters. The difference be-

tween buck converters and boost converters is that the former are voltage step

down converters, while the latter are voltage step up converters. In contrast, buck-

boost converters can perform both. These power converters can be integrated

partially or fully as part of a power management integrated circuit (PMIC). A

PMIC is a single chip which can provide different output voltages and make the

overall system more efficient. In addition, the implementation of a PMIC helps to
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reduce the size, cost and weight of a system. As such, the application of PMICs

are increasing rapidly in commercial electronics devices. What follows is a dis-

cussion and an explanation of efficiency in different types of DC-DC converters.

PM blocks are being implemented more and more in systems on a chip in order

to reduce size, weight and the overall bill of materials

2.2 Low Drop-Output (LDO) Regulator

An LDO is a linear voltage regulator that provides a near ideal and constant

output voltage. It is highly efficient at small input-output differential voltages

[4]. It can be used as a buck converter only. Fig. 2.1 shows the basic blocks of

an LDO where it has voltage divider network (R1, R2), voltage reference input

(VREF ), error amplifier, unregulated input voltage and pass element.

VPASS
Voltage 

Reference

Pass 
Element

R2

R1

Error 
Amplifier

VIN

VREF

VFB VOUT

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of low drop-output (LDO) regulator. [4]

A pass element is implemented by a power transistor, typically a PMOS

transistor. It is generally the biggest part of an LDO and connected in series

between the input and output voltage terminals. The current flow of the pass

element is controlled by the error amplifier [4, 5]. The voltage divider is made by

a resistor divider, which is shown as R1 and R2 in Fig. 2.1. The required ratio of
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these resistors can be calculated from the following:

VOUT = VREF
R1 +R2

R1
(2.1)

The error amplifier is normally a multi-stage amplifier, where the nega-

tive terminal gets feedback from the resistor divider, and the positive terminal is

connected to the reference voltage. This amplifier generates an error signal af-

ter sensing the difference between the reference voltage and the feedback voltage.

Finally, a band-gap reference is used as the voltage reference source in an LDO [5].

The efficiency of an LDO widely depends on the quiescent current or ground

current, the output current and the ratio of the input to output voltages. This is

expressed as

η =
POUT

PIN

=
POUT

POUT + PLOSS

(2.2)

The efficiency of an LDO can be re-written as:

η =
VOUT IOUT

VIN(IOUT + IQ)
(2.3)

If the maximum load current is much greater than the quiescent current, that is,

IQ << IOUT , the efficiency of an LDO reduces to:

η ≈ VOUT

VIN
(2.4)

For example, suppose VIN = 1.8 V and VOUT = 1.5 V . The efficiency would

be approximately 1.5/1.8 = 83.3%. Therefore, with a minimal difference between

6



the input and output voltages, an LDO is reasonably efficient and a better choice

than other regulator types because of lower cost, area, complexity and output

noise [4]. On the other hand, if VIN = 3.6 V and VOUT = 1.2 V, the maximum

achievable efficiency would only be 33.3 % which cannot be considered as an effi-

cient power converter.

2.3 Inductor-based Switching Regulator

An inductor-based switching regulator has a voltage power input, control

input ports and a voltage power output port [6]. An inductor-based buck con-

verter depends on the switching technique of a Single-Pole Double-Throw (SPDT)

switch, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The SPDT switch is connected to terminals 1 and

2 sequentially over one complete cycle. When the switch is in position 1, it is

in the ON state where the switch output voltage VS(t) is equal to the converter

input power voltage VIN . On other hand, in position 2, the switch is in the OFF

state such that VS(t) has zero voltage. The definition of the duty cycle (D) is the

fraction of the turn ON time over one cycle TS. Hence, the value of D is a number

between 0 and 1. This SPDT system can be made by transistors and diodes to

perform the function of the ideal switch. Historically, the switching frequency

is limited to the range of 40 kHz to 100 MHz, depending on the semiconductor

technology used.

From Fig. 2.3, the average switch output voltage < VS > can be calculated

as:

< VS >=
1

TS

∫ TS

0

VS(t)dt =
1

TS

∫ DTS

0

VINdt (2.5)

< VS >=
1

TS
(DTsVIN) = DVIN (2.6)
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SPDT

VIN

Low Pass 
Filter

RL

1 IOUT

2

VS VOUT

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of switching buck converter [6]

t

VS(t)

Area= DTSVIN

<VS>= DVIN

0

0 DTS TS

VIN

ON ONOFF

Figure 2.3: Output voltage waveform of VS(t) [6]

Therefore, the average switch output voltage, < VS >, is equal to the duty

cycle times the converter input voltage, VIN . The average switch output voltage,

< VS > is equal to the average output voltage < VOUT >. A low pass filter is

needed to pass the DC component of VS(t) because the switch contains a large

AC component and harmonics. The low pass filter is built using a capacitor and

an inductor (as shown in Fig. 2.4) with a time constant τ =
√
LC. The inductor

is an energy storage device where the energy is stored as magnetic flux. Energy
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is released from an inductor by reducing the inductor current. It is stored by

increasing the inductor current. The typical value of the inductor ranges from

10 µH to 100 mH. A capacitor stores electric energy in the form of charge, and

can be thought of as a temporary battery.

VIN

L C

RL

SPDT Filter

Switching Converter

VOUT

Figure 2.4: Architecture of LC filter and SPDT in a switching converter [6]

The average inductor current < IL > is equal to the average output current

< IOUT >. And the average input current < IIN > is equal to the duty cycle times

the inductor current IL, that is:

< IL >=< IOUT >

< IIN >= D < IL > (2.7)

< IOUT >=
IIN
D

Theoretically, for an ideal SPDT switch and zero-loss low-pass filter, from (2.8),

the efficiency will be:

η =
POUT

PIN

=
VOUT IOUT

VINIIN
= 100% (2.8)
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But the inductor, capacitor and switch have resistive power losses in prac-

tical implementations, which generally reduce the efficiency by 5% to 15%, de-

pending on the load, duty cycle, and switching frequency.

An inductor-based buck converter is used for a wide variety of DC-DC

converters because of its inherently high efficiency. The major obstacle of this

converter is that the inductor cannot be integrated on chip and it also contributes

to electromagnetic interference in a system.

2.4 Switched-Capacitor DC-DC Converter

Switched-capacitor (SC) converters have been used in commercial products

for many years because of their simplicity and because they provide fixed-ratio

conversions [7]. In the past, they were used in integrated circuits to provide a

high programming voltage for FLASH and re-programmable memories. An SC

converter uses only switches and capacitors to convert a DC voltage, where both

elements can be integrated completely on chip [8]. As the demand for SOCs has

increased, this type of system has received more attention in recent years. Fully-

integrated circuits give opportunities to achieve low cost and minimal system

size, especially in portable electronic devices. Often these converters are used to

provide simple power-conversion functions at low power levels [9].

2.4.1 Switched-Capacitor Resistor

A capacitor and two switches, where the switches are connected in series

with non-overlapping clocks φ1 and φ2, as shown in Fig. 2.5, operates as a large

resistor, generally greater than 1 MΩ. The two phases of the clock signals have

frequency fCLK and time period TS. From Fig. 2.5, when φ1 is high and S1 is

closed, the capacitor C is charged to v1 and charge q1 is stored on the capacitor [2].
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S1
S2

φ2φ1

v1 v2

C

(a)

v1 v2
RSC

(b)

C

v1

C

v2

(c) (d)

Equivalent to

Figure 2.5: (a) Switched-capacitor circuit, (b) equivalent resistor of SC, (c) the
equivalent circuit during φ1 and (d) the equivalent circuit during φ2 [2]

q1 = Cv1 (2.9)

When φ2 is high and S2 is closed, C connects to v2 and charge q2 is stored on the

capacitor, where

q2 = Cv2 (2.10)

If v1 is not equal to v2 in the interval of TS, the charge difference between q1 and

q2 is equal to the transfer between v1 and v2.

q1 − q2 = C(v1 − v2) (2.11)
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The average current < I > can be calculated as follows:

< I >=
∆q

∆t
=
q1 − q2
TS

=
C(v1 − v2)

TS
(2.12)

The SC circuit can be considered as a equivalent resistor RSC . This equivalent

resistor RSC is related to the average current < I > by applying Ohm’s law.

< I >=
v1 − v2
RSC

(2.13)

From the (2.12) and (2.13), RSC can be calculated as follows:

RSC =
1

CfCLK

(2.14)

SC resistance RSC can be tuned after fabrication via fCLK , unlike traditional

resistances made with ploy-silicon.

2.4.2 Design Topologies

SC circuits perform voltage conversion by the charge transfer method. To

achieve this, two basic phases φ1 and φ2 are needed [9]. The functions of these

phases are:

1. At the charging stage (φ1), energy is stored on the capacitors, and

2. At the discharge stage (φ2), the stored energy is released to the load.

These two functions may overlap in an SC power converter, so that output ripple

is minimized. For example, during phase 1 charge may be stored on the capacitor

and Simultaneously released to the load.

To fulfill those requirements, some basic topologies of SC converter have

been designed in the literature. Some common topologies are for example [7]:

12



� Ladder topology, shown in Fig. 2.6(a)

� Dickson Topology, shown in Fig. 2.6(b)

� Fibonacci topology, shown in Fig. 2.6(c)

� Serial-parallel topology, shown in Fig. 2.6(d)

� Doubler, shown in Fig. 2.6(e)

The conversion ratio is defined as the ratio between the output voltage

VOUT and the input voltage VIN of a converter. The different topologies have

different performance for different voltage conversion ratio. A specific topology

is chosen depending on the conversion ratio. For example, in the case of a high

voltage conversion ratio, the Fibonacci topology performs better than the rest.

2.4.3 Output ripple of SC converters

Fig. 2.7 shows a 2 : 1 SC converter which has one transfer capacitor C and

a load capacitor CL. The average output voltage < VOUT > is approximately close

to VIN/2 in a 2 : 1 converter. The load capacitor is charged from the input voltage

VIN through the transfer capacitor. Additionally, CL is responsible for holding the

output voltage VOUT . In phase 1 (φ1), C is charged and CL is discharged. Subse-

quently, in phase 2 (φ2) the charge of C is shared with CL. Both capacitors are

then discharged. As shown in the waveform of output voltage VOUT during phase

2, the maximum ripple occurs as both transfer capacitor and load capacitor are

discharged in phase 2 [8]. The difference between maximum VOUT and minimum

VOUT is VRIPPLE. VRIPPLE can be defined as follows:

VRIPPLE = VOUT,MAX − VOUT,MIN (2.15)
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Figure 2.6: Different topologies of SC DC-DC converters (a) ladder, (b) Dickson,
(c) Fibonacci, (d) serial-parallel, and (e) doubler [7]
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Figure 2.7: 2:1 SC converter schematic & operations in two phases and output
voltage waveform [8]

The frequency of switching fSW is proportional to the load current for a

desired output voltage VOUT . Therefore, VRIPPLE is almost constant with a fixed

load current, and the maximum output ripple is inversely proportional to the

switching frequency fSW . The ripple can be reduced by [10]:

� Modulating the size of the transfer capacitor C.
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� Modulating the resistance of the switches.

� Modulating the charging/discharging time of the load CL.

2.4.4 Power Losses and Efficiency

The unloaded output voltage VM of the converter for a given topology can

be measured from ∆VOUT= VM− < VOUT >. The maximum load current (IMAX)

depends on ∆VOUT :

IMAX = KCONCfSW∆VOUT (2.16)

Here, KCON is a constant that is a function of the converter topology and

C is the transfer capacitance. When there is no load current, VOUT = VM , so

∆VOUT = 0. The maximum efficiency can be achieved when VOUT is close to VM .

The theoretical efficiency is given by [10]

η =
VOUT

VM
(2.17)

CfSW (= 1/ROUT ) has to increase in order to increase the load current. The

increase of C or fSW will result in increasing switching losses. In a SC circuit, there

are several types of power loss to be considered. Power losses include switching

losses (PSW ), converter-core loss (PC LOSS) and fixed losses due to biasing (PBIAS).

The switching losses happen during the turning ON and OFF of switches, which

can be calculated by

PSW =
∑

CSWV
2
INfSW (2.18)
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Here, fSW is the switching frequency of the converter and CSW is the

gate capacitance of each switch. For example, a 2 : 1 converter has 4 switches.

CSW = COXWL, where COX is the oxide capacitance per unit area, L is the

channel length of the switch, and W is the width of the switch. Hence, assuming

uniform switching losses for a 2 : 1 converter are given by [8]

PSW = 4COXWLV 2
INfSW (2.19)

The losses in the converter core are given by

PC LOSS = PC IN − POUT (2.20)

Here, PC IN = POUT/η, which is the input power of the converter core. Thus,

overall efficiency will be

η =
POUT

PIN

=
POUT

POUT + PSW + PC LOSS + PBIAS

(2.21)

In [10], choosing VOUT/VM = 85% gives higher efficiency at larger load

currents. This means ∆VOUT should be 15% for maximum efficiency and the load

current in 0.13 µm process.

2.5 Clocked Comparator

A comparator senses the difference between two input voltages and gener-

ates a digital output. This comparator can be divided into two types based on

synchronization:

1. Asynchronous continuous-time comparator and

2. Synchronous clocked comparator
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Clocked comparator outputs change in the rising edge or the falling edge

of each clock. It consumes lower power compared to continuous-time other com-

parators and can respond to signal differences of tens of millivolts [2]. Mostly

analog-to-digital converters have this type of comparator as it works well at high

speeds. The clocked comparator takes one clock cycle to make a single decision.

Thus the maximum delay is one time period.

A clocked comparator can be implemented with two blocks: 1) a pre-

amplifier and 2) a latch, as shown in Fig. 2.8. A sense amplifier can be designed

as a pre-amplifier with two back-to-back inverter (M3,M4,M5,M6), two transis-

tors (M1,M2) for sensing the inputs and four switches (M7,M8,M9, and M10)

controlled by the clock. M1/M2 are connected to the source of M3/M4. The

sense amplifier compares input signals and sends the amplified signal to the latch.

Two SR (M11 to M14 and M15 to M18) latches work as a decision making

circuit which are crossed-coupled to each other. These latches store the output

values for the one clock cycle and work as a register. The outputs of the compara-

tor, generated from these latches, are inverted from each other. Here, the input

signals go to the NMOS transistors, so the signal voltage should be higher than

the threshold voltage. When the clock is low, one input of the latch is pulled high

and the outputs of the latch stay at the previous value. Therefore, the comparator

does not change output value when the clock is low. When the clock goes high,

one output goes to the register which is higher by comparing input signals. As

such, the clocked comparator in Fig. 2.8 is rising-edge triggered.

2.6 Non-overlapping Clock Generator

A clock generator produces two-phase non-overlapping clocks from a single

input clock. A non-overlapping clock generator has a common turn OFF time
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Figure 2.8: Schematic design of the clocked-comparator [11]

between the transition of the two generated clock signals of phase 1 (φ1) and

phase 2 (φ2) which are shown in Fig. 2.9. Sample output waveforms of the clock

generator are shown in Fig. 2.10. The intermediate time is also known as dead

time (see Fig. 2.10). The dead time is created by implementing a delay circuit

between the input and output of a clock generator. It is generated as the clock

passes through the NAND gates and inverter chains after the NAND gates [2].

When the input clock is high, phase 1 (φ1) goes high and the succeeding phase 2

(φ2) goes low. When the input clock is low, phase 1 (φ1) goes low and phase 2

(φ2) is high (see Fig. 2.10). A large number of inverters may be needed to control

the rise time of φ1 and φ2 when driving large capacitive loads. These line drivers
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are used to drive a large capacitance and can also be used as part of the delay in

the non-overlapping clock generator circuit.

CLOCK
Phase 1 (φ1)

Phase 2 (φ2)

Delay cells

Figure 2.9: Schematic design of the non-overlapping clock generator circuit [2]

Dead time Dead time Dead time Dead time

P
h

as
e

 1
P

h
as

e
 2

Time

Time

Figure 2.10: Output waveforms phase 1 and phase 2 of the non-overlapping clock
generator [2]
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2.7 Controller Design for Line Regulation

The block diagram of a fully-integrated SC converter is shown in Fig. 2.11,

where two converter cores are interleaved [10]. These two converter cores have

two modes of operation (VM = VIN/2 and VM = VIN/3) in order to achieve high

efficiency over wide variations of the input voltage. The definition of VM can be

found in (2.17). In the VM = VIN/2 mode as shown in Fig. 2.12(a), the total

transfer capacitance is the summation of C1 and C2, which are connected in par-

allel. In phase 1, the transfer capacitor is connected in between the input and

output. During phase 2, the transfer capacitor is parallel with the load capacitor,

as shown in Fig. 2.12(b). In mode VM = VIN/3 (Fig. 2.12(c)), both transfer ca-

pacitor C1 and C2 are connected in series at phase 1 and these are connected in

parallel across the output at phase 2 (Fig. 2.12(d)). In both modes of operations,

the transfer capacitors C1 and C2) are reused. These two copies of multimode

two-phase interleaved converter cores are connected in parallel where both or one

single converter can supply charge to the output node [10].

The regulation of the output voltage is done by the primary control loop.

Depending on the output voltage, it changes the converter core. The clocked-

comparator compares the output voltage to a reference voltage and based on the

decision of the comparator, the switching action is initiated. Switching pulses are

passed through a digital pulse-width modulator (DPWM) and a state machine.

The state machine selects the appropriate converter core(s). Both signals from

DPWM and state machine pass through drivers to the converter.

In multiple converter cores system, it is possible to switch a certain number

of converter cores as required by the load condition. This technique modulates the

amount of capacitance that is used as transfer capacitor. State machine selects the

appropriate number of cores. DPWM modulates the charging/discharging pulse
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Figure 2.11: Block diagram of two converter cores including controller loop [10]

width in a variable frequency environment. Two non-overlapping clocks are gener-

ated from the modulated clock of the DPWM. DPWM controls partial/complete

charging that reduces the ripple of the output voltage.
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Chapter 3

DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS

Three different types of SC converters were designed and simulated individually

with ideal sources. Then, the clock generator, clocked-comparator, logic gates with

driver cells and voltage divider for reference voltages were designed and simulated.

Our goal is to design a complete system that will provide a regulated output

voltage over a wide range of input or line voltage. Finally, a complete integrated

system, which contains all the systems together was designed and simulated. In

this chapter, every system will be discussed accordingly.

3.1 Parasitic Capacitance

It is necessary to consider the parasitic capacitance for each capacitor.

Fig. 3.1 shows a capacitor C that is charged and discharged at a frequency fCLK

via the switch. This capacitor has parasitic capacitances CPar at both terminals.

It is parasitic capacitance that can increase ripple and reduce efficiency in a SC

converter.

If we implement this capacitor C in a CMOS process, these parasitic ca-

pacitances are unavoidable. In a 0.5 µm process, the capacitance between Poly2

to poly1 (CP1 P2) is 903 aF/µm2 and the capacitance from substrate to Poly1

(CP1 sub) is 86 aF/µm2. The parasitic capacitance CPar for conventional Poly1-

Poly2 capacitor C is can be calculated as follows:

CPar =
CP1 sub

CP1 P2

×C
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Figure 3.1: Parasitic capacitance of a capacitor

=
86 aF/µm2

903 aF/µm2
×C = 0.0952×C (3.1)

Fig. 3.2 shows a multilayer technique to make a capacitor C which is

implemented in our capacitor layout. Metal2 (M2), Metal1 (M1), Poly2 (P2),

Poly1 (P1) and floating n-well layers are used in this technique. The floating

n-well creates two series capacitors from Poly1 to n-well (CP1 n−well) and n-well

to substrate (Cn−well sub). Two series capacitors reduce the total value of parasitic

capacitance CPar.

The multilayer technique can also increase the capacitance per unit area by

sharing of M2 with P2 and M1 with P1. Additional capacitances of the multilayer

technique are M2-M1 (CM1 M2), and M1- P2 (CP2 M1). Moreover, the capacitor

C is split in two equal capacitors to top (T) and bottom (B) terminals, hence the

capacitor value is 1/2×C. The parasitic capacitance is given by:

CPar =
CP1 n−well||Cn−well sub

CM1 M2 + CP2 M1 + CP1 P2

×1

2
×C
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=
89 aF/µm2||90 aF/µm2

(33 + 58 + 903) aF/µm2
×1

2
×C

=
44.74 aF/µm2

994 aF/µm2
×1

2
×C = 0.04501×1

2
×C (3.2)

For example, if the value of the capacitor C is 300 pF which is split in two

equal capacitance, the two parasitic capacitances CPar are given by:

CPar = 0.04501×1

2
×300 pF = 6.75 pF (3.3)

3.2 Specifications of SC buck converters

In order to design three SC converters (2 : 1, 3 : 1, and 5 : 2) some param-

eters need to be specified, such as supply voltage, output voltage and current,

clock frequency and total capacitance. These specifications have been listed in

Table 3.1.

Capacitor occupies a major area in the chip. For example, the area of a

300 pF capacitor is 754 µm ×388 µm in a 0.5 µm process. The layout of three

transfer capacitors are shown in Fig. 4.1. It has been observed that 1.6 nF is

the largest total capacitor CTOT size in a 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm chip after integrating

other blocks like switches and the controller.
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Table 3.1: 2 : 1 SC buck converter specifications

Parameters Specification Parameters Specification

CTOT 1.6 nF IL,MAX 3 mA

< VOUT > 1.2 V fCLK 15 MHz

VIN 2:1 2.875 V VIN 3:1 4.2 V

VIN 5:2 3.5 V VIN Integrated 2.5− 4.5 V

Li-ion batteries are one of the most popular rechargeable batteries. The

nominal cell voltage of Li-ion batteries is 3.60 V and discharge curve shows that

the voltage of these batteries varies from 2.8 V to 4.2 V. Our desired input voltage

range VIN is in between 2.5 V to 4.5 V, which covers this battery range. We split

this input voltage range into three different voltage ranges, which are 2.5-3.25 V,

3.26-3.75 V, 3.76-4.5 V. These input voltage ranges used to select the 2 : 1, 5 : 2

and 3 : 1 SC converter topologies, respectively. Three fixed input voltages have

been selected during design the individual SC converter, which are 2.875 V, 3.5 V

and 4.2 V. These voltages can be considered as the middle voltage of each voltage

range.

1.2 V is selected as the output voltage VOUT of the SC buck converter

as it is the standard nominal input voltage for a large family of digital circuits

and can drive parts of the same family, or mixed families which comply with this

specification.

The clock rate selected to be as high as possible without sacrificing too

much in terms of efficiency for the AMI 0.5 µm process. Power loss is directly

proportional to the frequency fCLK .
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We show later in this chapter that IL,MAX increases with CTOT and fCLK

and, therefore, cannot be independently specified.

3.3 Switched Capacitor (SC) of 2 : 1 Buck Converter

Here, a 2 : 1 SC buck converter is designed for optimized sizing, high effi-

ciency and low output voltage ripple.

3.3.1 Design of 2 : 1 SC Buck Converter

The schematic of the 2 : 1 SC converter consists of two capacitors and four

switches which are shown in Fig. 3.3. Total capacitance has to be CTOT = 1.6 nF,

which means 1.6 nF can be split between transfer capacitor C1 and load capacitor

CL(= CTOT − C1). The switch MS1 has been chosen as a PMOS transistor as it is

connected to the high voltage input terminal (2.875 V), while other transistors are

NMOS, since they connect to ground (0 V) or the output voltage (1.2 V) which

is significantly lower than the input voltage.

The switch sizes have been selected based on maximum efficiency and load

current which is discussed in Section 3.3.2. The channel resistance can be cal-

culated for each switch. In order to keep the same channel resistance RDS, a

multiplier m has been calculated for each switch since the gate-to-source voltage

VGS varies for each switch.

RDS =
1

µCOX
mW
L

(VGS − VTH)
(3.4)

Here, µCOX is the process transconductance parameter, W is the channel

width and L is the channel length of the switch. MS1 and MS3 are connected to

VIN and ground respectively, therefore, m1 and m3 of these switches are 1. The

multiplier of MS2 can be calculated by comparing with MS3, which is shown in

the equation 3.45. The switch sizes with multipliers of these four switches are
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of a 2 : 1 SC buck converter

listed in table 3.2.

RS2

RS3

= 1 =
µnCOX

m3Wn

Ln
(VGS3 − VTH)

µnCOX
m2Wn

Ln
(VGS2 − VTH)

m3 = 1, m2 =
VGS3 − VTH

VGS2 − VTH

(3.5)

Maximum gate voltage is 3.25 V in 2 : 1 SC converter and VGS2 is equal to

3.25− 1.2 V= 2.05 V. m3 is given by:

m2 =
3.25− 0.75

2.05− 0.75
= 1.88 ≈ 1.75 (3.6)
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Table 3.2: Switch sizes for 2 : 1 SC buck converter

Switch Multiplier m × Size Switch Multiplier m × Size

MS1 1×550 µm MS3 1×200 µm

MS2 1.75×200 µm MS4 1.75×200 µm

3.3.2 Simulation of 2 : 1 SC Buck Converter

The system is designed assuming a constant input voltage of 2.875 V and

clock of 15 MHz with 3 ns rise and fall times. The parametric simulations of effi-

ciency, output voltage and ripple are performed using a mathematical procedure

called the iterative method, which generates a sequence of improving approximate

solutions for a class of problems. This method is applied for 2 : 1 SC converter

in order to simultaneously choose the optimum value of transfer capacitor C1 and

switch size Wn. The optimum switch sizes Wn are found to be 200 µm and, hence,

Wp = 2.75 × Wn.

The parametric simulations of efficiency, output voltage and ripple are

performed as a function of transfer capacitor C1 by fixing C1 + CL = 1.6 nF as

shown in Fig. 3.4.

The highest efficiency (η = 76.6%) at average output voltage (< VOUT >

= 1.205) V is found at a value of 250 pF for the transfer capacitor C1 and ripple

is 30 mV. Therefore, the load capacitor CL must be 1350 pF in order to obtain a

total of 1.6 nF in the system.

Selecting C1 = 250 pF, parametric simulations of efficiency, output voltage

and ripple are performed as a function of switch sizeWn, which is shown in Fig. 3.5.

The highest efficiency (η = 80%) at average output voltage (< VOUT > = 1.205) V

is found at the value of 300 µm of the NMOS switch. But the average output
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Figure 3.4: Transfer capacitor of a 2 : 1 SC buck converter vs (i) average output
voltage, (ii) efficiency and (iii) output voltage ripple, when switch sizes are from
Table. 3.2

voltage < VOUT > is bigger than the desired value, which is 1.2 V. Therefore,

Wn = 200 µm has been chosen for the switches.

Fig. 3.6 shows the waveform of the converter, where the maximum ripple is

30 mV . By recalling the function of the two phases φ1 and φ2 specified in section

of 2.4.3, the highest ripple occurs during φ2 when both capacitors are in parallel

connection.
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Figure 3.5: Switch size Wn of a 2 : 1 SC buck converter vs (i) average output
voltage, (ii) efficiency and (iii) output voltage ripple, when transfer capacitor C1

is fixed at 250 pF

3.3.3 Analysis of 2 : 1 SC Buck Converter

Ripple

To analyze the ripple and maximum efficiency of a 2 : 1 SC Buck Converter,

we initially consider equal capacitance for both transfer C1 and load capacitor

CL. Further, we assume the capacitors are charged up instantaneously, that is,

the switch resistances are zero. These are discharged over a half cycle, as shown

in Fig 3.7.

In phase 1, C1 and CL are charged and discharged by ∆Q1 and ∆Q2

respectively. The total charge ∆Q transferred to the load during phase 2, will
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Figure 3.6: The output waveform of a 2 : 1 SC buck converter

Time

Φ1 Φ2 Φ1

ΔV1 ΔV2

VOUT

Figure 3.7: Output waveform for 2 : 1 SC buck converter with instantaneous
charge sharing

be the summation of ∆Q1 and ∆Q2 as shown in Fig. 3.8.

∆Q = ∆Q1 + ∆Q2 (3.7)
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Figure 3.8: Charge distribution during two phases in 2 : 1 SC buck converter

Since, ∆Q1= ∆V1C1 and ∆Q2= ∆V1CL,

∆Q = ∆V1C1 + ∆V1CL (3.8)

where it is assumed VRIPPLE = ∆V1 = ∆V2.

The load current IL is equal to the total transferred charge per cycle. At

TS/2 cycle, the load current is given by:

IL =
∆Q

TS/2
(3.9)

Substituting (3.8) in (3.9), the load current is:

IL =
VRIPPLE(C1 + CL)

TS/2
(3.10)

VRIPPLE =
ILTS

2(C1 + CL)
(3.11)

In phase 2, both capacitors C1 and CL have the same potential difference

VOUT , as shown in Fig. 3.8. The voltage/current relationship of capacitor is given
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by:

I(t) = C
dv(t)

dt

I(t) = (C1 + CL)
∆V2
∆T

(3.12)

As, C = C1 + CL. Load current is the same in both phases. The output voltage

ripple can be derived:

IL = (C1 + CL)
VRIPPLE

TS/2
(3.13)

VRIPPLE =
ILTS

2(C1 + CL)
(3.14)

Since, (C1 + CL) = 1.6 nF, TS = 66.6 ns and IL = 3 mA, VRIPPLE can be

calculated by (3.11). For the 2 : 1 SC buck converter, VRIPPLE is 62.43 mV.

Transfer capacitor

Transfer capacitor C1 stores total charge Q1 at a potential difference of

(VIN − VOUT ) in phase 1.

Q1 = C1(VIN − VOUT ) (3.15)

And charge Q2 is stored on the same capacitor in phase 2 at VOUT .

Q2 = C1VOUT (3.16)

We need to determine an optimum value of transfer capacitor in order

to obtain the desired load current maintaining a constant output voltage. Total
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charges QT is transferred to the load which can be derived:

QT = Q1 −Q2 = C1(VIN − VOUT )− C1VOUT

QT = C1(VIN − 2VOUT ) (3.17)

The load current IL depends on the total charge that is transfered in one phase

TS/2 duration:

QT =
ILTS

2
(3.18)

Substituting QT from (3.17) in (3.18)

C1(VIN − 2VOUT ) =
ILTS

2

C1 =
ILTS

2(VIN − 2VOUT )
(3.19)

By replacing, VOUT = 1.2 V, VIN = 2.875 V, TS = 66.6 ns and IL = 3 mA,

the transfer capacitor can be calculated, which is 215 pF. In the simulation, we

chose 250 pF to obtain higher efficiency as discussed previously.

Efficiency

Efficiency is the most important criteria in the design of a SC buck con-

verter. Efficiency η can be calculated by:

η =
POUT

PIN

=
POUT

POUT + PLOSS

(3.20)

Output power POUT is determined by the output voltage and current:

POUT = IOUT×VOUT = 3 mA×1.2 V = 3.6 mW (3.21)
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The total power loss of 2 : 1 converter is given by:

PLOSS = PCTOT
+ PCPar

+ PSW (3.22)

Two major types of power losses occur due to charging and discharging

of parasitic capacitances. And another one is due to charging and discharging

in both transfer capacitor and load capacitors. We consider the first two terms,

PCTOT
and PCPar

in this derivation. Parasitic capacitances of the transfer C1 and

load capacitor CL are shown in Fig. 3.9.

Power loss due to charging and discharging of total capacitor CTOT , can

be derived by:

PCTOT
= fCLKCTOTVRIPPLE

2 (3.23)

In phase 1, parasitic capacitors CPar1 and CPar2 are charged up to VIN and

VOUT , respectively. In phase 2, these parasitic capacitors transfer their charge

to VOUT≈VIN/2 and 0 V, respectively. It seems that CPar1 parasitic capacitor

contributes to transfer charges to the load like transfer capacitor C1. The parasitic

capacitor CPar3 cannot be considered because it holds a constant voltage of VOUT

in both phases. Power loss due to the parasitic capacitors CPar1 and CPar2 is given

by:

PCPar
= PCPar1

+ PCPar2

= fCLKCPar1(VIN − VOUT )2 + fCLKCPar2(VOUT − 0)2 (3.24)
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Figure 3.9: Connections of parasitic capacitors during two phases in 2 : 1 SC buck
converter

CPar1 can be calculated by assuming C1 = CL = 800 pF:

CPar1 = 0.04501×1

2
×C1 = 0.04501×1

2
×800 pF = 18 pF (3.25)

where CPar1 = CPar2 = 18 pF.
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Total of power loss is given by:

PLOSS = fCLKCTOTVRIPPLE
2 + fCLKCPar1(VIN − VOUT )2

+fCLKCPar2VOUT
2 (3.26)

Here, the frequency fCLK of clock is 15 MHz and calculated VRIPPLE is 62.5 mV.

The input voltage VIN is 2.875 V and the output voltage VOUT is 1.2 V.

PLOSS = 15 M × 1.6 n× (62.5 m)2 + 15 M × 18 p× (1.675)2

+15 M × 18 p× (1.2)2 = 93.75µW + 0.7575 mW + 0.3888 mW

= 1.24 mW (3.27)

(3.27) shows that the contributor to power loss occurs because of the para-

sitic capacitances. Hence, the maximum possible efficiency can be calculated from

(3.20):

ηMAX =
3.6 m

3.6 m+ 1.24 m
= 74.38% (3.28)

For the symmetrical design of 2 : 1 SC converter, 74.38% is the maximum

efficiency, whereas 76.6% is found from the simulation in our design. In the simula-

tion, the transfer capacitor C1 has a value of 250 pF and the parasitic capacitance

of the transfer capacitor is lower as well. The efficiency in the simulation is bigger

because of the lower parasitic capacitance.

3.4 Switched Capacitor (SC) of 3 : 1 Buck Converter

Here, a 3 : 1 SC buck converter is designed for optimized sizing, high effi-

ciency and low output voltage ripple, which are shown in the following section.
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3.4.1 Design of 3 : 1 SC Buck Converter

In order to design a 3 : 1 SC converter, some parameters need to be speci-

fied, such as supply voltage, output voltage and current, ripple of output voltage,

clock frequency and total capacitance. These specifications have been listed in

Table 3.1.

The schematic of the 3 : 1 SC converter consists of three capacitors and

seven switches which are shown in Fig. 3.10. The total capacitance has to have

CTOT = 1.6 nF, which means 1.6 nF can be split between transfer capacitors (C1

and C2) and load capacitor CL(= CTOT − (C1 + C2)). The switch MS1 and MS4

have been chosen as a PMOS transistors as these are connected to higher voltage

terminals (4.2 V or 2.8 V) respectively, while other transistors are NMOS, since

they connect to lower voltages (1.2 V or 0 V). The switch sizes with multipliers

of these seven switches are listed in table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Optimum switch sizes for 3 : 1 SC buck converter

Switch Multiplier m × Size Switch Multiplier m × Size

MS1 1×405 µm MS5 1.75×150 µm

MS2 1.75×150 µm MS6 1×150 µm

MS3 1×150 µm MS7 1.75×150 µm

MS4 1×450 µm

3.4.2 Simulation of 3 : 1 SC Buck Converter

The system is designed assuming a constant input voltage of 4.2 V and

clock frequency of 15 MHz with 3 ns rise and fall time. Parametric simulations of

efficiency, output voltage and ripple are performed using a mathematical proce-

dure called the iterative method that explained previously.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of a 3 : 1 SC buck converter

The switch sizes Wn are found to be 150 µm and, hence, Wp = 2.75 × Wn.

The parametric simulations of output voltage, efficiency and ripple are performed

as a function of transfer capacitors C1 and C2 respectively by fixing C1 + C2 + CL = 1.6 nF,

as shown in Fig. 3.11.

The optimize efficiency (η = 59.6%) at desired average output voltage< VOUT >

(= 1.192 V) is found when the transfer capacitors are C1 = 250 pF and C2 = 210 pF.
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Figure 3.11: Transfer capacitors of a 3 : 1 SC buck converter vs (i) Output voltage,
(ii) Efficiency and (iii) Ripple

Therefore, the load capacitor CL must be 1140 pF in order to obtain a total of

1.6 nF in the system.

Selecting the transfer capacitors C1 = 250 pF and C2 = 210 pF, parametric

simulations of efficiency, output voltage and ripple are performed as a function of

switch size Wn, which is shown in Fig. 3.12. The highest efficiency (η = 59.6%)

at average output voltage < VOUT > (= 1.192 V) is found at the value of 150 µm

of the NMOS switch.

Fig. 3.13 shows the waveform of the converter, where the ripple is 73 mV .
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Figure 3.12: Switch size of a 3 : 1 SC buck converter vs (i) Output voltage, (ii)
Efficiency and (iii) Ripple

Figure 3.13: The output waveform of a 3 : 1 SC buck converter
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3.4.3 Analysis of 3 : 1 SC Buck Converter

Ripple

To analyze the ripple and maximum efficiency of a 3 : 1 SC Buck Converter,

we initially consider equal capacitance for both transfer capacitors C1 and C2.

The load capacitor CL is two times bigger than one transfer capacitor. Hence,

C1 + C2 = CL. Further, we assume the capacitors are charged up instantaneously,

that is, the switch resistances are zero. These are discharged over half cycle of

time period as shown in Fig 3.14.

Time

Φ1 Φ2 Φ1

ΔV1

ΔV2

VOUT

ΔV1

VF=ΔV1/4

Figure 3.14: Output waveform for 3 : 1 SC buck converter with instantaneous
charge sharing

Voltage/current relationship of a capacitor is given by:

i = C
dv

dt
(3.29)

In phase 1, the transfer capacitors C1, C2 are charged to VIN/3 + ∆V1/2

and the load capacitor CL is discharged to VIN/3−∆V1 as shown in Fig. 3.8.

The load current IL can be shown from (3.29) in one phase for the transfer and
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Figure 3.15: Voltages across the capacitors during two phases in 3 : 1 SC buck
converter

load capacitors:

IL = (CL +
C1

2
)×∆V1
TS/2

(3.30)

∆V1 =
IL×TS

2CL + C1

(3.31)

In phase 2, the transfer and load capacitors are discharged to VIN/3−∆V2 as

shown in Fig. 3.8.

IL = (CL + C1 + C2)
∆V2
TS/2

(3.32)

Hence, C1 = C2, and ∆V2 can be determined by:

∆V2 =
IL×TS

2(CL + 2C1)
(3.33)

Initial charge QINITIAL in the transfer and load capacitor are equal to the

final charge QFINAL during the transition from one phase to the next. VF is the
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voltage difference between initial condition to final condition, as shown in Fig,

3.14. VF is given by:

QINITIAL = QFINAL (3.34)

−CL∆V1 + (C1
∆V1

2
+ C2

∆V1
2

) = VF (C1 + C2 + CL) (3.35)

Recalling C1 + C2 = CL and C1 = C2:

VF =
−∆V1(CL − C1)

2C1 + CL

=
−∆V1(2C1 − C1)

2C1 + 2C1

=
−∆V1

4
(3.36)

From the Fig. 3.14, output voltage ripple VRIPPLE can be calculated:

VRIPPLE = ∆V2 + |VF | = ∆V2 +
∆V1

4
(3.37)

Substituting (3.31) and (3.33) into (3.37), VRIPPLE is given by:

VRIPPLE = IL×TS
[ 1

2(CL + 2C1)
+

1/4

2CL + C1

]
(3.38)

Since, (C1 + C2 + CL) = (400 + 400 + 800) pF= 1.6 nF, TS = 66.6 ns and IL = 3 mA,

VRIPPLE can be calculated by (3.38). For 3 : 1 SC buck converter, the calculated

VRIPPLE is 87.41 mV, whereas our simulated VRIPPLE is 73 mV.

Efficiency

Efficiency is analyzed for 3 : 1 SC buck converter. POUT was calculated

from (3.21), which is 3.6 mW. The total power loss of 3 : 1 is given by:

PLOSS = PCTOT
+ PCPar

(3.39)
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Figure 3.16: Connections of parasitic capacitors during two phases in 3 : 1 SC
buck converter

PCTOT
= fCLKCTOTVRIPPLE

2 (3.40)

In phase 1, the parasitic capacitors Cpar1, CPar2, Cpar3 and CPar4 are

charged up to VIN , 2VIN/3, 2VIN/3 and VOUT , respectively. In phase 2, all par-

asitic capacitors are discharged to VOUT and 0 V, respectively as shown in Fig.

3.16. The parasitic capacitor CPar5 cannot also be considered because it holds a

constant voltage of VOUT in both phases. Power loss due to the parasitic capacitors
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Cpar1, CPar2, Cpar3 and CPar4 is given by:‘

PCPar
= PCPar1

+ PCPar2
+ PCPar3

+ PCPar4

= fCLKCPar1(VIN − VOUT )2 + fCLKCPar2(2VIN/3− 0)2

+fCLKCPar3(2VIN/3− VOUT )2 + fCLKCPar4(VOUT − 0)2

(3.41)

For 3 : 1 SC converter, the input voltage VIN is 4.2 V and the output voltge VOUT

is 1.2 V. The intermediate voltage 2VIN/3 can be chosen by averaging the input

and output voltage. Hence 2VIN

3
= (VOUT+VIN )

2
= 2.7 V. CPar1 can be calculated by

assuming C1 = C2 = 400 pF:

CPar1 = 0.04501×1

2
×C1 = 0.04501×1

2
×400 pF = 9 pF (3.42)

where CPar1 = CPar2 = CPar3 = CPar4 = 9 pF.

Total of power loss is given by:

PLOSS = fCLKCTOTVRIPPLE
2 + fCLKCPar1(VIN − VOUT )2

+fCLKCPar2(2VIN/3)2 + fCLKCPar3(2VIN/3− VOUT )2

+fCLKCPar4(VOUT )2 (3.43)

Here, The frequency fCLK of clock is 15 MHz and calculated VRIPPLE is 87.41

mV.

PLOSS = 15 M × 1.6 n× (87.41 m)2 + 15 M×9 p× (3)2

+15 M×9 p× (2.7)2 + 15 M×9 p× (1.5)2 + 15 M×9 p× (1.2)2
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= 183µW + (1.215 + 0.98415 + 0.30375 + 0.1944) mW = 2.8803 mW (3.44)

Hence, Efficiency can be calculated from (3.20):

ηMAX =
3.6 m

3.6 m+ 2.8803 m
= 55.55% (3.45)

For the symmetrical design of 3 : 1 SC converter, 55.55% is the maximum

efficiency, whereas 59.6% is found from the simulation in our design. The cal-

culated efficiency would be lower by considering switch losses. Moreover, in the

simulation, the transfer capacitances are much lower than our assumption in the

analysis section.

3.5 Switched Capacitor (SC) of 5 : 2 Buck Converter

Here, a 5 : 2 SC buck converter is designed for optimized sizing, high effi-

ciency and low output voltage ripple.

3.5.1 Design of 5 : 2 SC Buck Converter

In order to design a 5 : 2 SC converter, some parameters need to be speci-

fied, such as supply voltage, output voltage and current, ripple of output voltage,

clock frequency and total capacitance. These specifications have been listed in

Table 3.1.

The schematic of the 5 : 2 SC converter consists of four capacitors and ten

switches which are shown in Fig. 3.17. Total capacitance has to have CTOT = 1.6

nF, which means 1.6 nF can be split between transfer capacitor (C1, C2 and C3)

and load capacitor CL(= CTOT − (C1 + C2 + C3)). The switch MS1, MS4, MS8

and MS10 have been chosen as PMOS transistors as these are connected to the

higher voltage terminals (3.5 V) and (2.8 V), while other transistors are NMOS,

since they connect to lower voltages. The switch sizes with multipliers of these
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of a 5 : 2 SC buck converter

four switches are listed in table 3.4.

3.5.2 Simulation results of 5 : 2 SC Buck Converter

The system is designed assuming a constant input voltage of 3.5 V and

clock of 15 MHz with 3 ns rise and fall times. The parametric simulations of

efficiency, output voltage and ripple are performed using a mathematical proce-

dure called iterative method. The switch sizes Wn is considered for 300 µm and
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Table 3.4: Optimum switch sizes for 5 : 2 SC buck converter

Switch Multiplier m × Size Switch Multiplier m × Size

MS1 1×900 µm MS6 1×300 µm

MS2 1×300 µm MS7 1×300 µm

MS3 1.75×300 µm MS8 1×900 µm

MS4 1×900 µm MS9 1×300 µm

MS5 1×300 µm MS10 1×900 µm

hence, Wp = 3 × Wn. The parametric simulations of output voltage, efficiency

and ripple are performed as a function of the transfer capacitors C1, C2 and C3

respectively by fixing C1 + C2 + C3 + CL = 1.6 nF, shown in Fig. 3.18.

The optimize efficiency (η = 49.2%) at desired average output voltage< VOUT >

(= 1.181 V) is found when both transfer capacitors C1 and C2 have 205 pF and

other transfer capacitor C3 has 200 pF . Therefore, the load capacitor CL must be

990 pF in order to obtain a total of 1.6 nF in the system.

Selecting 205 pF for the both capacitors C1 and C2 and 200 pF for C3,

parametric simulations of efficiency, output voltage and ripple are performed as

a function of switch size Wn, which is shown in Fig. 3.19. The highest efficiency

(η = 49.2%) at average output voltage < VOUT > (= 1.181 V) is found at the value

of 300 µm for the NMOS switch. Fig. 3.20 shows the waveform of the converter,

where the ripple is 90 mV .

3.6 Non-overlapping Clock Generator

Two non-overlapping clocks Φ1 and Φ2 are generated with 1 ns dead time

from the logic gates. The schematic of the clock generator is shown in Fig 3.21.

Two NAND gates, 11 inverters, 1 transmission gate and 4 resistors are used to
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Figure 3.18: Transfer capacitors of a 5 : 2 SC buck converter vs (i) output voltage,
(ii) efficiency and (iii) ripple

generate the clocks. In the first stage, the transmission gate equalize delay time

for Φ1, as there is one extra inverter for Φ2. Series resistors and inverters are

responsible for creating the 1 ns dead time. The NAND gates help to make the

two non-overlapping clock signals. In the last stage, two inverters work as buffers

for the clocks. The multiplicity is 1 for all inverters. A30 kΩ of resistor is used in

each section to increase the delay.

A 15 MHz clock signal with 3 ns delay is given in the input clock terminal.

Simulated waveform in Fig 3.22 shows that 1 ns dead time is found between Φ1 and
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Figure 3.19: Switch size of a 5 : 2 SC buck converter vs (i) Output voltage, (ii)
Efficiency and (iii) Ripple

Φ2. Also, there is 3.97 ns delay between the input clock rising and the generated

clock signal rising Φ1.
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Figure 3.20: The output waveform of a 5 : 2 SC buck converter
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Figure 3.21: Schematic of Non-overlapping clock generator
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Figure 3.22: The output waveform of Phase 1 (φ1) and Phase 2 (φ2)

3.7 Clocked Comparator

The schematic of a clocked comparator is shown in Fig 3.23. The input

signals are given to PMOS transistors M1 and M2. VREF is approximately 1.2 V

which is difficult to operate with an NMOS. M1 and M2, hence PMOS transistors

are selected. M1 and M2 have large sizing for better signal amplification and low

noise. Also M3, M4, M5 and M6 are sized large as they carry the same current as

the differential pair. All other transistors act like switches and having minimum

size. All transistor sizes are summarized in Table 3.5.

The input clock frequency is set to 10 MHz. VREF is connected to the V−

terminal and VIN is connected to the V+ terminal. Here, VREF = 1.2 V and VIN

is a 5 MHz square wave signal is given with a value of 1.2 V ± 75 mV.
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Figure 3.23: Schematic of a Clocked Comparator

Table 3.5: Switch sizes for clocked-comparator

Transistor Size Channel

M1 −M2 9 µm/1.2 µm PMOS

M3 −M4 4.5 µm/1.2 µm PMOS

M5 −M6 9 µm/1.2 µm NMOS

M7 −M18 1.5 µm/0.6 µm PMOS and NMOS

Fig 3.24 shows the input clock, two input signals V+ and V−, output

signals VOUT and the inverted output VOUTB. At the falling edge of the clock,

the SR latches make a decision after comparing the input signals. ±75 mV from

VREF is the required minimum potential difference to change the output signal at

a 10 MHz clock frequency.
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Figure 3.24: The output waveforms of VOUT and VOUTB of the Clocked Compara-
tor

Two comparators are used to sense two different input voltages 3.25 V and

3.75 V, as is shown in Fig. 3.25. The clock frequency in Fig, 3.25 is changed to

15 MHz.

Here, VREF is 1.2 V. Two different resistor dividers have been chosen to

create two switching points. When input voltage is 3.25 V, the resistor divider has

to provide 1.2 V to the input terminal of comparator 2 (Com2). If R1 = 850kΩ

and R2 = 500kΩ, applying the voltage divider rule:

V+ =
R2

R1 +R2

VIN =
500kΩ

850kΩ + 500kΩ
×3.25 V = 1.2 V (3.46)
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Figure 3.25: Schematic design of two comparators for sensing different the input
voltage levels

The output of the comparator 2 (Com2) will be high for VIN > 3.25 V which is

represented as SEL2. Similarly, when the input voltage is 3.75 V, another resistor

divider has to provide 1.2 V to the input terminal of comparator 1 (Com1). If

R1 = 1050kΩ and R2 = 500kΩ, applying voltage divider rule:

V+ =
R2

R1 +R2

VIN =
500kΩ

1050kΩ + 500kΩ
×3.75 V = 1.2 V (3.47)

The output SEL1 of the comparator 1 (Com1) goes high when VIN > 3.75 V.

Simulation results from the two comparators Com1 and Com2 are shown in Fig:

3.27 (see SEL1 and SEL2 waveforms). Two 75 fF of capacitors are connected

in parallel with 500 kΩ as the bypass capacitors. These bypass capacitor reduce

the oscillation in the input terminal of comparators that is generated due to high

clock frequency.

3.8 Logic Gates and Driver Cells

The schematic design of the logic gates and drivers are shown in Fig 3.26.

A total of 11 different types of clock signals are generated form 4 input signals.

These logic gates are designed based on two non over-lapping clocks from the

clock generator Φ1, Φ2 and two output signals from two clocked-comparators
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SEL1, SEL2 as the inputs. Two inverters are used to invert SEL1 and SEL2

to create SEL1B and SEL2B, respectively. In the last stage of each clock, there

are different driver cells as each clock has to drive different size switches. The 11

output clocks are required for the three switching networks of 2 : 1, 5 : 2 and 3 : 1

to control the switches at different input voltage levels. The functions of the 11
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Figure 3.26: Schametic design of logic gates

clocks are shown in Table 3.8 including the logic that has been applied.
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Table 3.6: Clock phases from Logic gates in different SC networks

Clock
Names

Logic
2 : 1
con-
verter

5 : 2
con-
verter

3 : 1
con-
verter

VIN (V)
Range

Φ2 Φ2 Active Active Active 2.5 - 4.5

Φ1B Φ1 Active Active Active 2.5 - 4.5

Φ2 5 Φ2•SEL1B•SEL2 Inactive Active Inactive 3.25 - 3.75

Φ1 35 Φ1•SEL2 Inactive Active Active 3.25 - 4.5

Φ1B 35 Φ1•SEL2 Inactive Active Active 3.25 - 4.5

Φ2 23

Φ2•SEL1B•SEL2B

+
Φ2•SEL1•SEL2

Active Active Inactive
2.5-3.25
3.75-4.5

Φ1 2 Φ1•SEL1B•SEL2B Inactive Active Active 3.25 - 4.5

Φ1B 5 Φ1•SEL1B•SEL2 Inactive Active Inactive 3.25 - 3.75

Φ2Φ1 23

SEL1B•SEL2

+
Φ2•SEL1•SEL2B

High Active High 2.5-4.5

Φ2Φ1 2
SEL1B•SEL2B

+ Φ2•SEL2
High Active Active 2.5-4.5

Φ2 23Φ1 23 SEL1•SEL2B High Low High
2.5-3.25
3.75-4.5

In simulation, two non over-lapping clock signals at a rate of 15 MHz are

given to the logic gates. The procedure to generate the input signals for the logic

gates are described in previous Sections 3.6 and 3.7.

Fig: 3.27 shows the line voltage, clocks, comparators signal and all 11

output clocks from the logic gates and driver cells. Three DC line voltages (2.875

V, 3.5 V and 4.2 V) are given for 1 µs each. Based on the line voltage, the

output of comparators (SEL1, SEL2) are changed and the output of 11 clocks

work accordingly. For example, when the line voltage is 3.5 V, SEL1 = VSS and

SEL2 = VIN . Clock signals Φ2 5 becomes active for Phase 2, because the SEL1B

and SEL2 becomes high as well.
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Figure 3.27: Waveforms of logic gates
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3.9 Integrated System

Three SC buck converters have been designed individually at different line

voltages. Now, all switching networks will be integrated including the clock gen-

erator, clocked comparators and logic gates which have been discussed in previous

sections.

3.9.1 Design of Integrated System

Before completing the integrated system design, we need to fix the value

of parameters, as shown in Table 3.1.

Fig: 3.28 shows the complete architecture of the integrated system. The

control loop works on the line voltage. The control loop contains one clock gen-

erator, two clocked comparators and eleven logic gates for eleven clocks.

Clock 
Generator

ɸ1 

VOUT

Clock

Sel1

ɸ2

V
IN

VIN

VREF

VIN

VREF

C
lo

ck
C

lo
ck

Figure 3.28: Architecture of integrated SC buck converter with controller

Previously we have discussed about 2 : 1, 5 : 2 and 3 : 1 converters and have

showed the best selection of switch sizes and the capacitors. Fig: 3.29 shows the
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full topology of three switching networks and the arrangements of the capacitors

in two phases Φ1 and Φ2. Optimum capacitor(s) and switch sizes form 2 : 1, 5 : 2

and 3 : 1 converters are not the same. As such, in the combined system, parameter

values are selected using values that were approximately the average of the three

topologies.

Each SC converter has worked better in terms of output voltage VOUT ,

efficiency and ripple at different value of transfer capacitor(s) and load capacitor.

Here, the transfer capacitor(s) and the load capacitor have been chosen by com-

promising the previous individual design of three switching networks, as shown in

Table 3.7.

Table 3.7: The transfer and load capacitor selection for the integrated system

SC con-
verter

Transfer capacitor(s) Load capacitor(s)

Integrated Individual Integrated Individual

2 : 1 C1 = 300 pF C1 = 250 pF
C2 + C3 + CL

= 1300 pF
CL = 1350 pF

5 : 2
C1 = 300 pF,
C2 = 250 pF,
C3 = 210 pF

C1 = C2 = 205
pF, C3 = 200
pF

CL = 840 pF CL = 990 pF

3 : 1
C1 = 300 pF,
C2 = 250 pF

C1 = 250 pF,
C2 = 210 pF

C3 + CL

= 1050 pF
CL = 1140 pF

There are a total of 13 switches used to control the connection between the

capacitors. The size of switches have been selected considering previous sizes that

were found in the simulation results of individual SC converters. The selected

sizes of the switches are shown in Table 3.8.

3.9.2 Simulation Results of Integrated SC Buck Converter

Fig 3.30 shows the behavior of the SC converter after giving a ramp supply.

Input voltage VIN increases linearly form 2.5 V to 4.5 V over 14 µs.
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Figure 3.29: (i)Schematic design of the integrated three SC buck converters (ii)
Switching between Φ1 and Φ2 of 2 : 1 converter (iii) Switching between Φ1 and Φ2

of 5 : 2 converter (iv) Switching between Φ1 and Φ2 of 3 : 1 converter

Here, the output of the converter clearly changes non-linearly after VIN

reaches 3.25 and 3.75 V. Also the outputs of the clocked comparators SEL2 and

SEL1 change. Table 3.9 shows the variation of the output voltages VOUT over the

variation of input voltage VIN for three switching networks:
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Table 3.8: Switch sizes for clocked-comparator

Switch
Multiplier
m × Size

Clock Switch
Multiplier
m × Size

Clock

MS1 9×(45/0.6) µm Φ1B MS8 15×(15/0.6) µm Φ2 23Φ1 23

MS2 15×(15/0.6 )µm Φ2 MS9 10×(15/0.6) µm Φ2Φ1 23

MS3 10×(15/0.6) µm Φ2 23 MS10 9×(45/0.6) µm Φ1B 5

MS4 17×(15/0.6) µm Φ12 MS11 15×(15/0.6) µm Φ2Φ1 2

MS5 12×(15/0.6) µm Φ2 5 MS12 10×(15/0.)6 µm Φ2Φ1 2

MS6 9×(45/0.6) µm Φ1B 35 MS13 15×(15/0.6) µm Φ1 35

MS7 9×(45/0.6) µm Φ1B 5

Table 3.9: Integrated System Results

Input voltage VIN
range

Output voltage
VOUT range

Switching network

2.5− 3.25 V .96− 1.368 V 2 : 1 SC converter

3.25− 3.75 V 1.074− 1.3 V 5 : 2 SC converter

3.75− 4.5 V 1.046− 1.32 V 3 : 1 SC converter

For line transient test, three DC Input voltages (VIN = 2.875 V, 3.5 V and

4.2 V) are given to the SC buck converter for 1.5 ns as shown in Fig. 3.31. There

are two overshoots and undershoots. From the Fig: 3.31, undershoot is 264.7 mV

and overshoot is 178 mV while changing the input between 3.5 V and 2.875 V.

Line transient(2:1 to 5:2) = overshoot+ undershoot

= 264.7 mV + 178 mV = 442.7 mV (3.48)
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Figure 3.30: The output of the SC converter for a ramp signal as supply

Undershoot is 53 mV and overshoot is 80.7 mV while changing the input between

4.2 V and 3.5 V.

Line transient(5:2 to 3:1) = overshoot+ undershoot

= 80.7 mV + 53 mV = 133.7 mV (3.49)

Settling times are 0.25 µs and 0.15 µs while changing the input between

2.875 V to 3.5 V. Also Settling times are 0.05 µs and 0.03 µs while changing the

input between 3.5 V to 4.2 V.
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Figure 3.31: Waveforms of a line transient
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3.9.3 Line regulation

Line regulation is the ratio of steady state change in output to the steady

state change in the input. By definition, line regulation is:

Line regulation =
∆VOUT,SS

∆VIN
(3.50)

In the 2 : 1 SC converter, the minimum steady state output voltage is

0.9542 V and maximum steady state output voltage is 1.342 V as shown in Fig.

3.32. While the input Voltage changes from 2.5 V to 3.25 V, line regulation of

Figure 3.32: Simulated input voltage vs (i)efficiency, (ii)ripple and (iii)average
output voltage of integrated 2 : 1, 5 : 2, 3 : 1 SC converter
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2 : 1 converter is given by:

Line regulation(2:1) =
VOUT,MAX − VOUT,MIN

VIN,MAX − VIN.MIN

=
1.342 V − 0.9542 V

3.2 V − 2.5 V
= 0.554 V/V (3.51)

Similarly, we can calculated the line regulation for 5 : 2 and 3 : 1 converters from

the simulated results:

Line regulation(5:2) =
1.289 V − 1.092 V

3.75 V − 3.26 V
= 0.402 V/V (3.52)

Line regulation(3:1) =
1.323 V − 1.054 V

4.5 V − 3.73 V
= 0.35 V/V (3.53)

Line regulation for complete converter can be calculated while input voltage

changes from 2.5 V to 4.5 V:

Line regulationCONV =
1.342 V − 0.9542 V

(4.5− 2.5) V
= 0.1939 V/V (3.54)

Our goal is to assure the output voltage range of Li-ion battery where

discharge voltage range varies from 4.2 V to 3 V. If we choose from 2.7 V to 4.5

V, line regulation would be more smaller:

Line regulationCONV =
1.342 V − 1.054 V

(4.5− 2.7) V
= 0.16 V/V (3.55)

The best measurement of line regulation is 0.16 V/V in our designed integrated

three SC buck converters. A comparison can be given by considering a single 5 : 2
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SC converter:

Line regulation (5 : 2)

Line regulationCONV

=
0.402 V/V

0.16 V/V
= 2.5125 times (3.56)

Line regulation of the single SC converter 2.5125 times higher than our

designed integrated system.
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Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The layout of all components of the integrated SC buck converter with controller

are presented in this chapter. In addition, hardware test results are detailed.

4.1 Layout

The complete system is integrated inside the chip. Total area of a chip is

1.5 mm×1.5 mm including the pad frame. The major blocks of layout are the 3

transfer capacitors, 1 NMOSCAP, 13 switches and the control loop. The layout

of each block was verified using LVS individually. All layouts are displayed in the

next sections.

4.1.1 Layout of Capacitors and Resistors

Three transfer capacitors and 1 NMOSCAP are the biggest part of the

chip. The layout of 210 pF, 250 pF and 300 pF transfer capacitors are shown

in Fig 4.1, where the areas are 623 µm ×388 µm, 616 µm ×447 µm and 754 µm

×388 µm, respectively.

A multilayer technique is applied to make all transfer capacitors, as shown

in Fig: 3.2. The multilayer layout reduces the parasitic capacitance and thereby

increases the efficiency of the converter. Metal2 (M2), Metal1 (M1), Poly2 (P2),

Poly1 (P1) and n-well layers are used in this technique. For example, a 300 pF

transfer capacitor is split into two sections, where each section is 150 pF each. In

each section, Poly2 (P2) is attached to Metal2 (M2) and Poly1 (P1) is attached to

Metal1 (M1). This multilayer technique increases the total capacitance per unit in
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Figure 4.1: Layout of (i) 210 pF (ii) 250 pF (iii) 300 pF of transfer capacitor
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same area. Finally, two sections are connected in an opposite manner, so that the

parasitic capacitance CPAR at each terminal of the capacitor is equal. Also, the

floating n-well helps to reduce the parasitic capacitance (CP1 nwell, Cnwell psub),

where, CPar = CP1 nwell||Cnwell psub.

The load capacitor is implemented as an NMOS capacitor of value 840

pF. To achieve this capacitance, the required area is 0.434 mm2. The maximum

length of poly is chosen to 50 µm in order to limit channel resistance. We split

this area into equal 50 unit cells. The layout of one unit cell is shown in Fig

4.2. The source, drain and p-substrate are shorted together as one terminal of

the capacitor and the gate is the other terminal of the capacitor. To reduce the

resistance of the gate, Metal2 M2 straps the Poly line.

G

CL/50

p-substrate

Metal 1

Poly Gate (G)

n+ n+n-channel p+p+

(i)

(ii)

Figure 4.2: (i) Layout of a unit cell of MOSCAP with equivalent capacitor, (ii)
Cross-sectional view of unit cell of MOSCAP
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The area of each unit cell is 152 µm×58 µm. The layout of the NMOS

capacitor is shown in Fig 4.3. Here, a total 50 unit cells 10× 5 are connected

in parallel. The total area of MOSCAP is 567 µm×765 µm. NMOS capacitors

have much less area than capacitors made with Poly1 and Ploy2. Because there

is a shortage of space, NMOS capacitor is a better option for the load capacitor,

which is not switched. As such, parasitic capacitance is actually beneficial for the

load capacitor.

Three values of resistance are used for the voltage dividers which are 500

kΩ, 850 kΩ and 1050 kΩ. The layout of of these resistors are shown in Fig

4.4. The area of the resistors are (21.3 µm×165 µm), (43.5 µm×165 µm) and

(65.7 µm×165 µm), respectively.

4.1.2 Layout of Controller Components and Switches

In the controller, there are three major blocks of the clock generator,

clocked comparator and logic gates. The layout of the clock generator is shown

in Fig 4.5. The area of the clock generator is 105 µm×30.6 µm.

The layout of the clocked comparator is shown in Fig 4.6. The area of the

clocked comparator is 43 µm×25 µm.

The layout of the 11 logic gates are shown in Fig 4.7. The area of the logic

gates is 135 µm×158 µm.

In the designed SC buck converter, there are 13 switches. A total of 5

different size of the switches are laid out, which are shown in Fig 4.8.
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Figure 4.3: Layout of 50 unit cells of MOSCAP as a Tank capacitor
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Figure 4.4: Layout of (i) 500 kΩ (ii) 850 kΩ (iii) 1050 kΩ Resistor

Figure 4.5: Layout of clock generator
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Figure 4.6: Layout of clocked-comparator
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Figure 4.7: Layout of logic gates with driver cells
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Figure 4.8: Layout of (i) 10× 15 µm of NMOS (ii) 12× 15 µm of NMOS (iii)
15× 15 µm of NMOS (iv) 17× 15 µm of NMOS (v) 9× 45 µm of PMOS
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The area, quantity of these switches are shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The area of switches

Switches Area Quantity

10× (15/.6) µm of NMOS 29.25 µm×19 µm 3

12× (15/.6) µm of NMOS 34 µm×19 µm 1

15× (15/.6) µm of NMOS 41 µm×19 µm 4

17× (15/.6) µm of NMOS 46 µm×19 µm 1

9× (45/.6) µm of PMOS 28.65 µm×48.6 µm 4

4.1.3 Layout of Integrated System

There is one clock generator, two clocked comparator with two voltage

dividers and eleven logic gates in the controller. The layout of the controller is

shown in Fig. 4.9. The area of the controller is 378 µm×190 µm.

Figure 4.9: Layout of controller
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The switches will handle high current in the chip. The width of all con-

nected wires between the switches is 50 µm. The layout of the switches with all

connections are shown in Fig 4.10. The area of the switches with all connections

is 388.5 µm×490 µm.

Figure 4.10: Layout of 13 switches and connections
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The layout of the connections between the switches and controller are

shown in Fig 4.11. The area of this system is 388.5 µm×684 µm.

The layout of the chip is shown in Fig 4.12. The area of the chip is 1.5

mm×1.5 mm. The area excluding pads is 1.5 mm×1.2 mm

Active pins are in total 24 and each side has 12 pins. A total of 7 digital

buffers are used for 7 test points. Pin descriptions are available in Table A.1.

There are separate VIN pins for switches and controller.

4.2 Hardware Test Results

Testing procedures of clock generator, clocked-comparator, logic gates and

integrated SC buck converter are listed in Appendix A.

4.2.1 Test result of the clock generator

The input clock of clock generator is 15 MHz. Fig: 4.13 shows two non-

overlapping clocks Φ1B and Φ2. The measured dead time between clocks are 2

ns and 1.2 ns which are larger than simulated values of 1 ns. Due to parasitic

capacitance in of the resistors, dead time increases. Moreover, waveforms are not

quite square in shape because of additional noise.

4.2.2 Test result of the Clocked Comparator

Two types of testing have been performed with the clocked comparator

which are dynamic and static tests. Both test results are shown in Fig: 4.14.

In the dynamic test, the input clock frequency of the clocked comparator

(any one of two comparators) is 2 MHz and a 1 MHz frequency square wave

signal is given at the VREF (V−) terminal where, VREF (V−) = 1.2 V ±100 mV.

The voltage at the V+ terminal depends on VIN . VIN is adjusted such as that

V+ = 1.2 V. Due to high frequency noise, we had to reduce the clock frequency

down to 2 MHz. The output of the comparator SEL changes at a frequency of 1
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Figure 4.11: Layout of switches with controller connection
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Figure 4.12: Layout of the integrated system of SC buck converter

MHz on the falling edge of the clock. The measured delay from clock falling edge

to output falling/rising edge is around 10 ns where the simulated delay is 1 ns.

In the static test, two comparators (Com1 and Com2) are tested by ob-

serving their outputs (SEL1 and SEL2) at different input voltages. Now the

clock frequency is 15 MHz. When the input voltages (VIN = 2.95 V, 3.56 V

and 4.26 V), the output of the comparators are (SEL1 = VSS, SEL2 = VSS),

(SEL1 = VSS, SEL2 = VIN) and (SEL1 = VIN , SEL2 = VIN), respectively.
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Figure 4.13: two output non over-lapping clocks with dead time of 2 nS and 1.2
nS and input clock

4.2.3 Test result of the integrated system

Three switching networks (2 : 1, 5 : 2, 3 : 1) have been tested at three dif-

ferent input voltages and 15 MHz clock. Fig. 4.15 shows the input and output

waveforms of the 2 : 1 converter. The input voltage is VIN = 2.957 V, average

output voltage < VOUT > is 1.152 V and Ripple is 82 mV.

Fig: 4.16 shows the input and output voltage of 5 : 2 converter. Average

output voltage and ripple are 1.197 V and 202 mV.

Fig: 4.17 shows the input and output voltage of 3 : 1 converter. Average

output voltage and ripple are 1.199 V and 160 mV. Comparison between the
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Figure 4.14: (i) Dynamic test (ii) Static test of clocked-comparator
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Figure 4.15: Output waveform of 2 : 1 SC converter

Figure 4.16: Output waveform of 5 : 2 SC converter

measured results and the simulated results are shown and explanation of the

variation is discussed in the Chapter 5.

4.2.4 Line transient

Line transient is performed in two steps. In first step, a 20 kHz of square

voltage supply is given as input voltage VIN which changes from 2.9 V to 3.51

V. Fig: 4.18 shows the transitions between 2 : 1 to 5 : 2 converter and the output

of comparators, 4 clock signals (Φ2 5, Φ2 23Φ1 23, Φ1 35 and Φ1B 5) are showing
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Figure 4.17: Output waveform of 3:1 SC converter

as well. There are 7.75 ns and 7.1 ns are the falling and rise times of the input

voltage. The undershoot and overshoot are 214 mV and 204 mV, respectively.

Line transient from 3.51 V to 2.9 V can be calculated:

Line transient(2:1 to 5:2) = 214 mV + 204 mV = 418 mV (4.1)

In second step, a 20 kHz of square voltage supply is given as input voltage

VIN which changes from 3.51 V to 4.26 V. Fig: 4.19 shows the transitions between

5 : 2 to 3 : 1 converter. There are 6.97 ns and 6.23 ns are the falling and rise times

of the input voltage. The undershoot and overshoot are 120 mV and 138 mV,

respectively. Line transient from 4.26 V to 3.51 V can be calculated:

Line transient(5:2 to 3:1) = 120 mV + 138 mV = 358 mV (4.2)
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Figure 4.18: Line regulation between 2 : 1 and 5 : 2
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Figure 4.19: Line regulation between 5 : 2 and 3 : 1
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4.2.5 Line regulation and efficiency

Input voltage VIN is varied from 2.492 V to 4.537 V. The average output

voltage and efficiency is calculated from measured input power and output power.

Also output voltage ripple is measured during the test. Table 4.2 shows all mea-

sured parameters. The voltage VIN is increased by 50 mV in each steps, which

makes a total of 43 steps to go from 2.492 V to 4.537 V.

Fig 4.20 shows the graph of the Table 4.2. From the measured data, the

maximum efficiency is 68.4% at VIN = 3.234 V and the minimum efficiency is

41.91% at VIN = 3.734 V. The maximum ripple is 178 mV at 3.584 V and min-

imum ripple is 65.5 mV at 3.234 V . Line regulation is the ratio of steady state

Figure 4.20: Input voltage vs (i)efficiency, (ii)ripple and (iii)average output voltage
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Table 4.2: Measured values of Efficiency and Ripple at different input voltages
Input
voltage
VIN (V)

Input
current
IIN (mA)

Output
voltage
< VOUT > (V)

Output
current
IOUT (mA)

Efficiency
η (%)

Ripple
VRIPPLE

(mV)

2.492 1.7708737 0.922 3.0406021 63.526492 76

2.540 1.7811650 0.953 3.0510948 64.270360 77

2.588 1.792233 0.983 3.0634124 64.923248 75

2.635 1.8019417 1.013 3.0702554 65.503211 74.5

2.684 1.8102912 1.043 3.07162408 65.935819 73

2.734 1.8165048 1.072 3.0770985 66.420343 72

2.785 1.8281553 1.101 3.0793795 66.590495 69.5

2.836 1.8300970 1.129 3.08029197 67.004731 69

2.886 1.8423300 1.156 3.0866788 67.109731 70.5

2.935 1.8582524 1.183 3.1008211 67.258728 73.5

2.986 1.8689320 1.212 3.1081204 67.502078 72

3.037 1.8792233 1.239 3.11770072 67.683459 71

3.084 1.8864077 1.267 3.1190693 67.928449 69

3.134 1.8947572 1.296 3.1204379 68.103271 68

3.184 1.9015533 1.325 3.1145072 68.159068 67.5

3.234 1.9091262 1.352 3.1236313 68.400899 65.5

3.282 2.4233009 1.105 3.1195255 43.341595 155

3.332 2.4450485 1.127 3.1181569 43.13496 157
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Input
voltage
VIN (V)

Input
current
IIN (mA)

Output
voltage
VOUT (V)

Output
current
IOUT (mA)

Efficiency
η (%)

Ripple
VRIPPLE

(mV)

3.381 2.4621359 1.148 3.1195255 43.02028 157

3.432 2.4821359 1.169 3.1204379 42.82104 159

3.482 2.5019417 1.19 3.127281 42.717704 162

3.534 2.5192233 1.211 3.1259124 42.5194591 167

3.584 2.5363106 1.233 3.125 42.387972 178

3.634 2.5557281 1.255 3.1245437 42.2212184 176

3.682 2.5755339 1.277 3.1240875 42.069081 176

3.734 2.5976699 1.299 3.13001824 41.917728 175

3.784 2.42135922 1.106 3.153284 38.063432 160

3.836 1.8320388 1.066 3.1491788 47.768461 146

3.886 1.8448543 1.084 3.1578467 47.7480282 147

3.937 1.8551456 1.102 3.1587591 47.660070 145

4.038 1.87883495 1.137 3.1596259 47.352311 146

4.087 1.8895145 1.155 3.1640967 47.32349 147

4.138 1.9025242 1.173 3.1614963 47.105324 147

4.188 1.9128155 1.192 3.1587591 47.00163 147

4.239 1.922330 1.21 3.1569343 46.87697 147

4.286 1.9351456 1.228 3.16003649 46.786940 148
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Input
voltage
VIN (V)

Input
current
IIN (mA)

Output
voltage
VOUT (V)

Output
current
IOUT (mA)

Efficiency
η (%)

Ripple
VRIPPLE

(mV)

4.337 1.9462135 1.245 3.1624087 46.645250 147

4.388 1.9574757 1.263 3.16012773 46.467037 146

4.427 1.96640776 1.277 3.1637773 46.410228 145

4.487 1.9805825 1.298 3.1625 46.1908776 147

4.537 1.993786 1.315 3.16514598 46.01210 147

change in output to the steady state change in the input. By definition, line

regulation is:

Line regulation =
∆VOUT,SS

∆VIN
(4.3)

During the 2 : 1 SC converter, the minimum steady state output voltage

is 0.922 V and maximum steady state output voltage is 1.352 V as shown in Fig.

4.20. While the input Voltage changes from 2.5 V to 3.25 V, line regulation of

2 : 1 converter is given by:

Line regulation(2:1) =
VOUT,MAX − VOUT,MIN

VIN,MAX − VIN.MIN

=
1.352 V − 0.922 V

3.24 V − 2.49 V
= 0.573 V/V (4.4)

Similarly, we can calculated the line regulation for 5 : 2 and 3 : 1 converters from

the measured results:

Line regulation(5:2) =
1.299 V − 1.105 V

3.734 V − 3.282 V
= 0.429 V/V (4.5)
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Line regulation(3:1) =
1.315 V − 1.066 V

4.537 V − 3.784 V
= 0.33 V/V (4.6)

Line regulation for complete converter can be calculated while input voltage

changes from 2.5 V to 4.5 V:

Line regulationCONV =
1.352 V − 0.922 V

(4.537− 2.49) V
= 0.21 V/V (4.7)

If we choose from 2.734 V to 4.537 V, line regulation would be more smaller:

Line regulationCONV =
1.352 V − 1.066 V

(4.537− 2.734) V
= 0.158 V/V (4.8)

The best measurement of line regulation is 0.158 V/V in our designed integrated

three SC buck converters. A comparison can be given by considering a single 5 : 2

SC converter:

Line regulation (5 : 2)

Line regulationCONV

=
0.429 V/V

0.158 V/V
= 2.71 times (4.9)

Line regulation of the single SC converter 2.71 times higher than our de-

signed integrated system. The whole converter line regulation is even lower than

simulation, which is 0.16 V/V. Details comparisons between simulation and mea-

sured of the line regulation and transient are shown in next chapter.
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A comparison between simulation and test results of the integrated SC buck con-

verter are discussed in this chapter. Also some issues that we have faced during

design the system for line regulation, are discussed here.

5.1 Simulation vs Test Results

Table 5.1 shows the difference between the simulation results and test re-

sults for the system. Also the (%) of the mismatch is calculated there. Efficiency,

ripple and average output voltage are the most important criteria in the design.

The efficiency in simulation is similar to test results over the entire input voltage

range, where the error varies from −2.1% to −.5%. Also average output voltage

in simulation is nearly the same as in testing, where the error varies from −5% to

1%.

Ripple and lower average output voltage in test result do not match simu-

lation results. The reason for this mismatch is discussed in a later section.

We had to adjust the reference voltages (VREF1, VREF2) for both compara-

tors to 1.11 V and 1.15, respectively, to switch the converters at 3.25 V and 3.75

V. In simulation, the reference voltage was 1.2 V for both comparators. We did

not use the common centroid technique in the layout of resistors which would have

helped to reduce the mismatch in the resistive divider ratio. Moreover, another

source of mismatch is due to the offset voltage of the comparator.
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Table 5.1: Mismatch between the simulation and test results

Parameter Simulated Measured Mismatch (%)

VIN (2.5− 4.5) V (2.49− 4.54) V 0%

< VOUT,2:1 > 1.205 V 1.156 V −4.06%

< VOUT,5:2 > 1.181 V 1.19 V +0.76%

< VOUT,3:1 > 1.192 V 1.193 V +0.04%

IOUT 3 mA 3.12 mA +4%

VRIPPLE,2:1 30 mV 70.5 mV +135%

VRIPPLE,5:2 90.13 mV 162 mV +79.74%

VRIPPLE,3:1 73 mV 147 mV +101%

Efficiency(MAX) 69.87% 68.4% −2.1%

Line regulation(2:1) 0.554 V/V 0.573 V/V +3.42%

Line regulation(5:2) 0.402 V/V 0.429 V/V +6.7%

Line regulation(3:1) 0.35 V/V 0.33 V/V −5.71%

Line regulationCONV 0.16 mV/V 0.158 V/V −1.25%

Line trans(2:1 to 5:2) 442.7 mV 418 mV −5.57%

Line trans(5:2 to 3:1) 133.7 mV 358 mV +161.3%

Dead time 1 nS 1.6 nS +60%

VREF1 1.2 V 1.11 V −8.3%

VREF2 1.2 V 1.15 V −4.1%
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Because of measured higher ripple in 3 : 1 and 5 : 2 SC converter, the

Line trans(5:2 to 3:1) is much bigger than the simulation result of line transient.

5.2 Comparison between Other Published Works

We have compared with other two published works which is shown in Table

5.2. Both works have more than one switching networks.

Table 5.2: Comparison with recently published fully integrated SC buck converters

[10] [12] This Work

Technology 130 nm 32 nm 500 nm

Year 2013 2011 2014

Efficiency (η) 70% 79.76% 68.4%

VOUT (V) 0.3− 0.55 0.5− 1.2 1.1− 1.35

VIN (V) 1.2 2 2.7− 4.5

VRIPPLE,mim (mV) 27 - 68.5

CTOT (pF) 5936 - 1600

CL (pF) 5000 - 840

Mode 2 : 1 and 3 : 1 3 : 2, 2 : 1 and 3 : 1 2 : 1, 5 : 2 and 3 : 1

Area (mm2) 0.97 0.378 1.7

IL (mA) 2− 8 - 3.12

POUT,MAX (mW) 23.765 325.08 3.744

Line regCONV N/A N/A 0.158 V/V

SOC On On On
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Processing technologies are smaller in [10] and [12] than this work, which

did not let them to work with higher input voltage. But it helps to integrate

the total capacitance CTOT in small area. The ripple and load current related

with total capacitance, hence these published works have better results in terms

of ripple and load current. Other parameters such as power density, chip area,

depend on the processing technology.

The unique contribution of our work is low line regulation. Though other

works are using multi-switching networks, but these SC converters work for load

regulation and they need fixed line voltages. Whereas, our SC converter has line

regulation of 0.158 V/V.

5.3 High Ripple for ESR in the Capacitors

In a real capacitor, there must be a resistance (RESR) in series with the

capacitor. We have designed two types of capacitors, which are Poly1-Ploy2 ca-

pacitors as transfer capacitors (C1, C2, C3) and MOSCAP as load capacitor (CL).

ESR in the transfer capacitors can be calculated based on the layout, RESR

is mainly due to the sheet resistances of Poly1 and Ploy2. The sheet resistances

of Metal1 and Metal2 can be neglected because they have much lower values than

Poly1 and Poly2. In the 0.5 µm process, the sheet resistance of Poly1 and Poly2

are 24.7 Ω/µm2 and 25.6 Ω/µm2, respectively. The transfer capacitor C1 has an

active area of 623 µm ×388 µm. The resistance will be:

RESR C1 = (RP1 +RP2)
L

W
= (24.7 + 25.6)

388

623
= 31.32 Ω (5.1)

Similarly, the other transfer capacitors C2, C3 have RESR C2 = 27 Ω and

RESR C3 = 22 Ω.
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Also in our design the MOSCAP, which is the load capacitor CL, has ESR.

In the MOSCAP unit cell, the ESR can be generated from the poly (gate) and

n-channel. The area of the unit cell MOSCAP is 150 µm× 50µm. We assume

that charges through poly conductor can travels maximum distance from contacts

to the center (75 µm and minimum distance is 0. Average travelling path is half

distance from the contacts to the center as shown in Fig. 5.1(i). If the average

travelling area of charges is 50 µm × 75/2 µm, the resistance RPOLY due to poly

path is:

RPOLY =
L

W
RP1 =

75/2 µm

50 µm
24.7 Ω/µm2 = 18.525 Ω (5.2)

In one unit cell of MOSCAP, there are total of 16 contacts between poly to metal.

Contact resistance RPOLY,C is:

RPOLY,C =
RP1,C

16
=

16.2 Ω

16
= 1.01 Ω (5.3)

Total resistance RESR,P is generated in the gate is:

RESR,P = RPOLY +RPOLY,C = 18.525 Ω + 1.01 Ω = 19.535 Ω (5.4)

Again we assume that charges through the n-channel can travel a maxi-

mum distance from the contacts to the center 25 µm and minimum distance is

0, as shown in Fig. 5.1(i). The average travelling path is half the distance from

the contacts to the center which is one quarter of the total n-channel. Channel

resistance RDS can be calculated from (3.4):

RDS =
1

116µ150
50

(1.2− .7)
= 5747 Ω (5.5)
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Resistance RCHANNEL due to n-channel path is:

RCHANNEL =
RDS

4
=

5747 Ω

4
= 1436 Ω (5.6)

There are total of 48 contacts between source/drain to metal. Contact resistance

Rn+,C is:

Rn+,C =
Rn+,C

48
=

58.8 Ω

48
= 1.225 Ω (5.7)

Total resistance RESR,CHA is generated in the channel is:

RESR,CHA = Rn+,C +RCHANNEL = 1436 Ω + 1.225 Ω = 1437 Ω (5.8)

These calculated ESRs are for one unit cell of MOSCAP. A total of 50 unit cells

are connected in parallel. Thus all resistance should be divided by 50 as shown

in Fig. 5.1(ii). Final ESR RESR is:

RESR =
RESR,CHA

50
+
RESR,P

50
=

1437

50
+

19.535

50
= 29 Ω (5.9)

Fig 5.2 shows the simulated waveforms of VOUT of 2 : 1, 5 : 2 and 3 : 1

SC converters after adding all ESRs with transfer capacitors (C1, C2, C3) and

MOSCAP as load capacitor (CL). These resistances increases the ripple signif-

icantly which are 138 mV, 514 mV and 474 mV, respectively. In our measured

results, we have 70.5 mV, 162 mV and 147 mV of ripple, respectively, which is

much lower than simulation results. In our model, we assume that charges are

distributed equally in both poly and n-channel. In real situation, the difference

between path resistances of poly and n-channel is large ( RESR,CHA = 28.74 Ω and
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RESR,P = 0.39 Ω). The current density would not equal; hence, a more method

for calculating ESR is required. It can be said that these ESRs are responsible

for the high ripple.

The average output voltages < VOUT > are 1.148 V, 1.208 V and 1.186

V including the calculated values of ESR, respectively, which are close to the

measured results (1.156 V, 1.197 V and 1.199 V).

5.4 Design of Control Loop

In the designed integrated system, the control loop makes decisions based

on the value of input voltage VIN for low line regulation. Another approach

might be performed by the output voltage VOUT of the control loop. In this case,

two switching networks are needed with one comparator. Fig: 5.3 shows the

architecture of the SC converter where the control loop gets feedback from the

output voltage VOUT .

Switching networks are 2 : 1 and 3 : 1 converter and line voltage can vary

from 2.8 V to 4.2 V. 5 different clocks are needed to control the switches. VREF

is given 1.2 V. When VOUT is bigger than VREF , the system moves to the 3 : 1

converter and it moves back to the 2 : 1 converter, when VOUT is lower than VREF .

This could be more intelligent design than the present design and works

nice with maximum input voltage VIN = 4.2 V and minimum input voltage VIN = 2.8

V. But in the middle of any voltage between 2.8 V to 4.2 V, transitions are oc-

curring within few clock cycles. These transitions cause higher ripple and reduce

efficiency significantly. Fig 5.4 shows the output waveform of the SC converter

where the given input voltage is 3.5 V. Switching between two converters (2 : 1

to 3 : 1) is happening within 3 to 4 clock cycles and makes higher ripple which is

300 mV.
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5.5 Noise from the Environment

There are several source of noise in the environment. These noise sources

come from the supply, function generator, probes etc. These instruments have

parasitic capacitance which affect the input/output voltage. Noise also reduces

the efficiency and ripple of the system. Finally, we had to move the device under

test from a breadboard to a PCB (Printed Circuit Board) design which helped to

reduce the noise and achieve lower ripple. With the breadboard, the ripple was

more than 150 mV for 2 : 1 converter where it is 76 mV in PCB. Though breadbord

is better choice in terms of changing or moving parts very easily, but due to high

frequency in the circuit, PCB prvides better test results than breadboard.

5.6 Future Work

We have designed integrated SC converter including three switching net-

works for low line regulation of 0.158 V/V. It has been proved that more line

regulation decreases with increasing of switching networks. If we can introduce

more than three switching networks, the system will have even lower line regula-

tion and it could be commercially sustainable. Fig. 5.5 shows an assumption of

line regulation after integrating seven switching networks in the system. Maxi-

mum to minimum output voltage difference is 122 mV over 2.5 V to 4.5 V input

voltage range. Line regulation can be given by:

Line reg(CONV ) =
122 mV

(2.5− 4.5) V
= 61 mV/V (5.10)

In control loop, we could program FPGA or build A-to-D converter to

switch between the networks for a certain voltage range.
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Figure 5.1: (i) Charges maximum and average travelling path through poly and
n-channel (ii) total ESR calculation for 50 unit cell of MOSCAP
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Figure 5.2: Output waveform of (i) 2 : 1 SC converter, (ii) 5 : 2 SC converter and
(iii) 3 : 1 SC converter after adding ESR in the transfer capacitors C1, C2, C3

and MOSCAP CL
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Figure 5.4: The output voltage VOUT of another designed SC converter with 3.5
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Figure 5.5: The output voltage VOUT of future Design using seven switching net-
works
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Table 1: Pin Description Table of the Integrated Circuit

Pin # Name Pad type Values Description

1-4 N/A N/A N/A N/A

5 PadV dd Protected 3.5V
Provides Chip ESD Protection
and power to the digital buffer

6 PadV ss Protected 0V
Provides Chip ESD Protection
and ground to the digital buffer

7 Vss High Current 0V
Ground connection for only
NMOSCAP

8 Clock Protected 15MHz

Input Clock goes to 2 Clocked
comparators and 1 Clock gen-
erator which has 10nS rise/fall
time

9 Vref1 Protected ≈ 1.2V
Adjustable Reference Voltage of
Comparator 1

10 Vref2 Protected ≈ 1.2V
Adjustable Reference Voltage of
Comparator 2

11 Vin High Current 2.5− 4.5V

Input Power Supply for Digital
blocks including Clock genera-
tor, Clocked Comparator, Logic
gates, Driver cells, Resistor di-
viders with capacitors

12 Vss High Current

Ground connection for All
Digital blocks and Switches
to discharge the capacitors
C1, C2&C3

13 Vout High Current 1.2V, 3mA

Output voltage from
NMOSCAP and Switches.
It delivers 3.5mW to 3.7mW
power

14 Sel1 Digital Buffer 0 or Vin

Output signal from Comparator
1, Before 3.75V it should be Vss
and after that Vdd (for Testing)

15 Sel2 Digital Buffer 0 or Vin

Output signal from Comparator
2, Before 3.25V it should be Vss
and after that Vdd (for Testing)

16 Φ2 Digital Buffer 15MHz

Non overlapping clock of Phase
2 after the driver cell, which has
.8nS dead time between phase 1
clock (for testing)

17-24 N/A N/A N/A N/A
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25 Φ25 Digital Buffer 15MHz
Phase 2 clock after the driver
cell during 5 to 2 converter (for
testing)

Pin # Name Pad type Values Description

26 Φ223Φ123 Digital Buffer 15MHz
Phase 1 and Phase 2 clock after
the driver cell in both 2 to 1 &
3 to 1 converter (for testing)

27 Φ135 Digital Buffer 15MHz
Phase 1 clock after the driver
cell in both 3 to 1 & 5 to 2 con-
verter (for testing)

28 Φ15 Digital Buffer 15MHz
Inverted Phase 1 clock after the
driver cell during 5 to 2 con-
verter (for testing)

29 Φ1 Digital Buffer 15MHz

Non overlapping clock of In-
verted Phase 1 after the driver
cell, which has .8 nS dead time
between phase 1 clock (for test-
ing)

30 Vin High Current 2.5− 4.5V

Input power supply for PMOS
switches which are responsible
to charge the capacitors C1, C2

& N-well. Up to 7mW power
goes through the pin

31 Vcom1 Protected .8− 1.45V

Output signal from Resister
divider (1.05M&0.5M) which
goes to negative input terminal
of comparator 1(for testing)

32 Vcom2 Protected .9− 1.67V

Output signal from Resister
divider (0.85M&0.5M) which
goes to negative input terminal
of comparator 1(for testing)

33 En Protected 0 or Vin
Enable signal for activation of
Vcom1 and Vcom2 to observe

34 N/A Protected N/A Pin with no connection

35 PadV ss Protected 0V
Provides Chip ESD Protection
and ground to the digital buffer

36 PadV dd Protected 3.5V
Provides Chip ESD Protection
and power to the digital buffer

37-40 N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Testing for shorted path and Basic supply of connections

1. Before connecting any power to the chip A.6, check the shorted path of all

High Current pins: VIN (Pin 11 & 30),VSS (Pin 7 & 12),VOUT (Pin 13),

Pad V DD (Pin 5 & 36), Pad V SS (Pin 6 & 35) by using DMM.

(a) VIN & VSS: Measure the resistance between Pin 11 (VIN) with Pin 7

(VSS). These should not to be shorted.

(b) Pad V DD & Pad V SS: Measure the resistance between Pin 5 (Pad V DD)

with Pin 6 & 35 (Pad V SS) respectively. Then Measure the resistance

between Pin 36 (Pad V DD) with Pin 6 & 35 (Pad V SS) Respectively.

These should not to be shorted.

(c) VOUT & VIN : Measure the resistance between Pin 13 (VOUT ) with Pin

11 & 30 (VIN) Respectively. It shouldnt be shorted.

(d) VOUT & VSS: Measure the resistance between Pin 13 (VOUT ) with Pin

7 & 12 (VSS) Respectively. It shouldnt be shorted as well.

2. Connect Vin (pin 11 & pin 30) to DC Voltage source of 3V .

3. Connect Pin 7 (ground connection of MOSCAP) & pin 12 (ground connec-

tion for the rest of the components) to ground as VSS.

4. Connect Pad V DD (pin 5 & pin 35) and Pad V SS (pin 6 & pin 34) to VIN

and VSS respectively.

5. Check the chip and try to find any sparking or burning smell from that.

Measuring the value of resistors in resistor dividers

1. Attach VIN to enable pin (pin 33) to get access in VCOM1 (Pin 31) and VCOM2

(Pin 32).
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2. Using DMM, measure the resistance between VCOM1 and ground. It should

be 0.5MΩ± 10%. Measure the resistance between VCOM1 and VIN , it should

be 1.05MΩ± 10%.

3. Similarly, measure the resistance between VCOM2 and ground. It should be

0.5MΩ± 10%. Measure the resistance between VCOM2 and VIN , it should

be0.85MΩ± 10%.

4. Disable the enable pin (pin 33).

Testing the clock signals from Clock generator

1. Connect VIN (pin 11) to DC Voltage 2.875V . Pin 11 is the supply Voltage

for all digital blocks, including the Clock generator, Clocked Comparator,

Logic gates, Driver cells, Resistor dividers with capacitors. Connect other

VSS ports to the ground.

2. Make a 15MHz frequency using function generator and set the Peak to Peak

Voltage to 2.8V and offset Voltage is 1.4V and make sure those values are

Okay by connecting the generated clock to an oscilloscope.

3. Connect Clock (Pin 8) with 15MHz frequency of the function generator.

4. Connect Φ1 (pin 29) and Φ2 (pin 16) to the oscilloscope to get clocks from

clock generator and drivers. Both generated clocks should be inverted from

the original Clock with a delay of apparently 3.9nS.

5. Now check the dead time between Φ1 and Φ2 which should be about 0.5ns to

1ns. To find the dead time, overlap Φ1 and Φ2 clocks together and measure

time difference before raising to VDD of Φ2 and falling to VSS of Φ1 clock.

For better understanding follow the following diagram A.7.
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Figure A.7: Test bench of Clock generator.

Testing the Clocked Comparator

1. Follow the first three steps of testing the clock generator.
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2. Set the Clock Offset and Vp-p according to the input voltage Vin. Follow

the table 2 to set those parameters.

Table 2: Selection of clock voltage & offset in different input voltage

VIN VP−P Offset

2.5V 3.1V 2.8V 1.4V

3.1V 3.7V 3.4V 1.7V

3.7V 4.3V 4V 2V

4.3V 4.9V 4.6V 2.3V

3. 1.2V reference voltage is needed for both VRef1 and VRef2, which goes to

positive terminal of clock comparator. So connect 1.2V to VRef1 (Pin 9) and

VRef2 (Pin 10).

4. Two Comparator outputs will be changed based on the input voltage. Three

combinations (0, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1) of outputs are possible to select three

converters, which is explained in table 4 below.

Table 3: Comparator Output in different SC network

SC Converter
Input Voltage

Range
Comparator 1

(Sel1)
Comparator 2

(Sel2)

2 to 1 Converter 2.5V to 3.25V 0 0

5 to 2 Converter 3.26V to 3.75V 0 1

3 to 1 Converter 3.76V to 4.5V 1 1

5. Adjust both VRef1 and VRef2 (May be 1.2V ± 10%), so that the output of

comparator Sel1 and Sel2 are changing at the transient points between 3.25V

to 3.26V and 3.75V to 3.76V , respectively.
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6. Now check the output (Fig:A.8) from comparator Sel1 (Pin 14) and Sel2

(Pin 15) varying input voltage. For example,if there is an input voltage of

2.875V , output from both converter will be 0&0, or for 4.2V output should

be 1&1.
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Figure A.8: Test bench of Clocked Comparator.
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Testing the Logic Gates and Driver cells

1. Follow the first three steps of testing the clock generator.

2. Connect 1.2V to VRef1 (Pin 9) and VRef2 (Pin 10).

3. Total 11 different clocks are generated by employing Logic gates and Driver

cells to operate 13 switches. Among them, 6 clocks (table 3) can be observed

in here by changing input voltage.

Table 4: Clock phases from Logic gates in different SC network

Clock
Names

Pin
number

2to1
convert

5to2
convert

3to1
convert

VIN (V)
Range

Φ2 16 Active Active Active 2.5 - 4.5

Φ1 29 Active Active Active 2.5 - 4.5

Φ25 25 Inactive Active Inactive 3.25 - 3.75

Φ135 27 Inactive Active Active 3.25 - 4.5

Φ15 28 Inactive Active Inactive 3.25 - 3.75

Φ223 Φ123 26 High Low High
2.5-3.25
3.75-4.5

4. Output Frequency (15MHz) will be same with clock frequency (15MHz)

which can be observable in Oscilloscope (fig:??).

5. In order to get different clocks to switch different converters, step 3 of testing

clocked comparator have to be followed.

Testing All Converters with Controller

1. Connect Input Voltage Vin to Pin 30 which is the main source of power for

the switches and capacitors.

2. A Current source of 3mA has to be connected with Output Voltage VOUT

(Pin 13). Current mirror of NPN BJT (CA3046N) can be used as load
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Figure A.9: Test bench for testing logic gates

which can be control by a 100kΩ potentiometer. BJT connection is shown

in fig:A.10 .
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3. Connect DMM in series with potentiometer and fix IOUT=3mA current.

Also connect another DMM in series with of VIN to calculate IIN .

4. Follow the step 3 of testing clocked comparator. Input voltage can be varied

from 2.5 V to 4.5 V.

5. Observe the Output Voltage VOUT using DMM for the different Input Volt-

age and measure Input Power PIN , Output Power POUT and Efficiency η to

fill up the table5. Calculate the Ripple from Oscilloscope. Input power can

be calculated from input current and input voltage.

PIN = VIN · IIN (1)

Similarly output power can be calculated from output current and output

voltage.

POUT = VOUT · IOUT [IOUT = 3mA] (2)

Efficiency will come out from PIN & POUT .

η =
POUT

PIN

(3)

PCB Design
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Figure A.10: Test bench for power and Efficiency calculation
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Table 5: Power and Efficiency Calculation of SC converter

Input
Voltage
(V)

Average
Output
Voltage
VOUT (V)

Input
Power PIN

(mW)

Output
Power
POUT

(mW)

Ripple
(mV)

Efficiency
η (%)

2.5

2.75

3

3.25

.. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. ..

Figure A.11: Schematic design of PCB
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Figure A.12: Wire connections of PCB
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Figure A.13: PCB design with ground plate
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Figure A.14: PCB with all components
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APPENDIX B

C5 Process Parameters



                                          

MOSIS WAFER ELECTRICAL TESTS 

                                           

RUN: V2CJ                                   VENDOR: AMIS (ON-SEMI) 

TECHNOLOGY: SCN05                           FEATURE SIZE: 0.5 microns 

Run type: SHR 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: This report contains the lot average results obtained by 

MOSIS from measurements of MOSIS test structures on each wafer of this 

fabrication lot. SPICE parameters obtained from similar measurements 

on a selected wafer are also attached. 

 

COMMENTS: SMSCN3ME06_ON-SEMI 

 

 

TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS     W/L      N-CHANNEL P-CHANNEL  UNITS 

                                                        

 MINIMUM                  3.0/0.6                       

  Vth                                   0.79     -0.88  volts 

                                                        

 SHORT                    20.0/0.6                      

  Idss                                470      -260     uA/um 

  Vth                                   0.69     -0.86  volts 

  Vpt                                  12.7     -12.1   volts 

                                                        

 WIDE                     20.0/0.6                      

  Ids0                                < 2.5     < 2.5   pA/um 

                                                        

 LARGE                    50/50                         

  Vth                                   0.69     -0.92  volts 

  Vjbkd                                10.6     -11.8   volts 

  Ijlk                                214.8     <50.0   pA 

  Gamma                                 0.49      0.56  V^0.5 

                                                        

 K' (Uo*Cox/2)                         58.3     -19.1   uA/V^2 

 Low-field Mobility                   472.74    154.88  cm^2/V*s 

                                                        

COMMENTS: Poly bias varies with design technology. To account for mask 

bias use the appropriate value for the parameter XL in your SPICE 

model card. 

 

 Design Technology                   XL (um)  XW (um) 

       -----------------                   -------  ------ 

       SCMOS_SUBM (lambda=0.30)             0.10     0.00 

       SCMOS (lambda=0.35)                  0.00     0.20 

 

 

FOX TRANSISTORS           GATE      N+ACTIVE  P+ACTIVE  UNITS 

 Vth                      Poly        >15.0    <-15.0   volts 
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PROCESS PARAMETERS   N+   P+   N_W  _U  POLY PLY2_HR POLY2  M1   UNITS 

 Sheet Resistance    81.8 106.3 803.7   23.0  1034   41.4 0.09 ohms/sq 

 Contact Resistance  58.8 153.4         16.2         26.4         ohms 

 Gate Oxide Thickness 140                                     angstrom 

                                                                       

PROCESS PARAMETERS             M2        M3    N_W      UNITS 

 Sheet Resistance             0.09      0.05    798     ohms/sq 

 Contact Resistance           0.86      0.88            ohms 

                                                        

 

CAPACITANCE PARAMETERS  N+  P+  POLY  POLY2   M1   M2   M3   N_W UNITS 

 Area (substrate)      417 718  86           29   12    8   90 aF/um^2 

 Area (N+active)                2474         37   17   12      aF/um^2 

 Area (P+active)                2388                           aF/um^2 

 Area (poly)                          903    67   16    9      aF/um^2 

 Area (poly2)                                58                aF/um^2 

 Area (metal1)                                    33   12      aF/um^2 

 Area (metal2)                                         31      aF/um^2 

 Fringe (substrate)    369 251               53   34   26      aF/um 

 Fringe (poly)                               63   39   28      aF/um 

 Fringe (metal1)                                  46   34      aF/um 

 Fringe (metal2)                                       52      aF/um 

 Overlap (N+active)             191                            aF/um 

 Overlap (P+active)             228                            aF/um 

                                                                        

 

CIRCUIT PARAMETERS                            UNITS       

 Inverters                     K                          

  Vinv                        1.0       2.05  volts       

  Vinv                        1.5       2.30  volts       

  Vol                         2.0       0.44  volts       

  Voh                         2.0       4.50  volts       

  Vinv                        2.0       2.48  volts       

  Gain                        2.0     -17.68              

 Ring Oscillator Freq.                                    

  DIV256 (31-stg,5.0V)                108.41  MHz         

  D256_WIDE (31-stg,5.0V)             160.80  MHz         

 Ring Oscillator Power                                    

  DIV256 (31-stg,5.0V)                  0.50  uW/MHz/gate 

  D256_WIDE (31-stg,5.0V)               1.01  uW/MHz/gate 

                                                          

COMMENTS: SUBMICRON 

 

 

 

SPICE BSIM parameters not available. 
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